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Abstract 
Video streaming over the Internet is rapidly rising in popularity, but the availabil-
ity and quality of video content is currently limited by the high bandwidth costs 
and infrastructure needs of server-based solutions. Recently, however, cooperative 
end-system multicast (CEM) has emerged as a promising paradigm for content dis-
tribution in the Internet, because the bandwidth overhead of disseminating content 
is shared among the participants of the GEM overlay network. In this thesis, we 
identify the dimensions in the design space of CEMs, explore the design space, and 
seek to understand the inherent tradeoffs of different design choices. 
In the first part of the thesis, we study the control mechanisms for CEM overlay 
maintenance. We demonstrate that the control task of neighbor acquisition in CEMs 
can be factored out into a separate control overlay that provides a single primitive: a 
configurable anycast for peer selection. The separation of control from data overlay 
avoids the efficiency tradeoffs that afflict some of the current systems. The anycast 
primitive can be used to build and maintain different data overlay organizations like 
single-tree, multi-tree, mesh-based, and hybrids, by expressing appropriate policies. 
We built SAAR, a reusable, shared control overlay for CEMs, that efficiently im-
plements this anycast primitive, and thereby, efficiently serves the control needs for 
CEMs. 
In the second part of the thesis, we focus on techniques for data dissemination. 
We built a common framework in which different CEM data delivery techniques can 
be faithfully compared. A systematic empirical comparison of CEM design choices 
demonstrates that there is no single approach that is best in all scenarios. In fact, 
our results suggest that every CEM protocol is inherently limited in certain aspects 
of its performance. We distill our observations into a novel model that explains 
the inherent tradeoffs of CEM design choices and provides bounds on the practical 
performance limits of any future CEM protocol. In particular, the model asserts that 
no CEM design can simultaneously achieve all three of low overhead, low lag, and 
high streaming quality. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Video delivery over the Internet using Cooperative End-system Multicast (CEM) is 
becoming increasingly popular, with a number of deployed services (e.g. Joost [47], 
SopCast [75], BBC iPlayer [5]). In CEMs, participating end-systems form an overlay 
network and cooperatively disseminate content. As a result, the resource cost of dis-
seminating content is shared among the participants themselves. Unlike server-based 
approaches, the content source need not provide bandwidth and server resources pro-
portional to the number of receivers; unlike IP multicast [25], no network layer sup-
port is required; and unlike commercial content-distribution networks [2], no special 
infrastructure or contract with a provider is needed. 
Numerous CEM systems have been proposed and deployed by research, industry, 
and open source communities. The systems cover a range of designs, which use a vari-
ety of overlay organizations and different control mechanisms for overlay maintenance. 
The systems use different data overlay organizations like single-tree [3,19,46,82], 
multi-tree [15,63,84], mesh-based [56,64,65,93], and hybrid [4,50,51,55,84,86,91] 
approaches. Similarly, these systems use different control mechanisms like central-
ized control [22], an unstructured overlay running an epidemic protocol [19], or a 
structured overlay for control [15,16]. 
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Prior research in CEM has focused either on the design of new protocols or on 
comparisons of complete systems. Along the way, this research has led to a number of 
partially verified "communal hypotheses", e.g. that mesh-based systems must incur 
high latencies and that tree-based systems are not resilient to churn. Although a 
number of hypotheses of this sort have been put forth, the networking and systems 
community still lacks a fundamental understanding of the CEM design space. 
A thorough understanding of the CEM design space is critical: the bandwidth re-
quired for streaming high quality video will remain near the limits of broadband net-
work capabilities for the foreseeable future. From the system- and network-designer's 
perspective, the CEM protocol should efficiently utilize all available bandwidth. From 
the end-user's perspective, the protocol should have perfect quality (not be affected 
by user churn or packet loss), low startup delay (crucial for IPTV [38] applications) 
and preferably low lag (desirable for interactive live streaming applications). Unfor-
tunately, no single protocol meets all of these goals. 
We present an in-depth and systematic exploration of the CEM design space. It 
is not our intent to recommend any single approach or protocol. Instead, we wish 
to cleanly define the tradeoffs that apply to these systems, tease out different com-
ponents that are responsible for different aspects of observed behavior, and partition 
deployment scenarios into regions where different systems excel. 
This thesis investigates two principal dimensions in the design space of CEMs: 
the control mechanisms for CEM overlay maintenance, and the techniques for data 
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dissemination. 
Control Mechanisms Common to all CEM systems is the control task of select-
ing overlay neighbors to build and maintain the overlay structure. The mechanism 
used to make this selection determines, to a significant extent, the properties of the 
CEM system. There are two key properties that such a mechanism should exhibit 
- flexibility and efficiency. A flexible peer selection mechanism allows sophisticated 
selection policies in order to build high-quality data paths and achieve good load 
balance even in the presence of heterogeneous participants, thereby enabling efficient 
data dissemination. An efficient peer selection mechanism allows the system to more 
rapidly respond to failures and node departures, and it allows nodes to quickly join 
and switch channels, thereby scaling to large groups and dynamic group membership 
changes. 
We observe that it is hard to realize efficient control and efficient data dissem-
ination in a single overlay network. Since most current CEMs use a single overlay 
network for both data dissemination and control, the control mechanisms in existing 
systems are either efficient or flexible, but not both. Using a structured overlay for 
control (as in Scribe [16]), results in efficient control, but is not flexible. Using an 
unstructured overlay CEM running an epidemic gossip protocol (as in ESM [19]), 
enables flexible data overlay organization, but is not efficient. These examples illus-
trate a more general point: there is a tradeoff between the efficiency of the control 
mechanism and the efficiency of the data overlay organization. 
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We observe that this conflict between control and data efficiency can be resolved 
by factoring out the control mechanism for acquiring data overlay neighbors into a 
separate control overlay. In order to build and maintain the data overlay, participating 
CEM nodes can issue neighbor acquisition requests to this separate control overlay, 
which then responds with desired data overlay neighbors. 
We show that CEM systems can express their neighbor acquisition requests using 
an any cast primitive, which takes as arguments a constraint and an objective function. 
Among the participating nodes that satisfy the constraint, the anycast primitive 
selects one that maximizes the objective function. Such an anycast primitive offers a 
single, unified mechanism for implementing diverse data plane policies. 
To see how the anycast primitive would be applied, consider the control task of 
selecting parents in a simple data dissemination tree. When a node n needs to select 
a tree parent, the constraint would require that the prospective parent has spare 
forwarding capacity and is not a descendant of n. Among the eligible nodes, the 
objective function might minimize the loss rate or the distance of the parent from the 
root. Much more complex data plane structures can be expressed in this way, e.g., 
multiple interior-node-disjoint trees (as in SplitStream [15]) or the hybrid tree-mesh 
structure (as in mTreebone [86]). We show that the control needs of different CEM 
overlay structures like single-tree, multi-tree, mesh-based, and even hybrids can be 
expressed using this anycast primitive. 
We demonstrate that this anycast primitive can be efficiently implemented using 
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structured overlays, thereby providing an efficient control service for GEMs. This 
control overlay can be shared across CEMs, irrespective of their data overlay organi-
zations, thereby resulting in a reusable control service for CEMs. We, thereby, design 
and evaluate SAAR, a shared control plane for CEMs that enables both flexible and 
efficient peer selection in CEMs. 
Data Dissemination Mechanisms A systematic comparison of different data dis-
semination mechanisms in CEMs is non-trivial. CEMs deliver data over a diversity 
of data topologies (single-tree, multi-tree, mesh, and hybrids), which are constructed 
and maintained using different control and transport protocols. The overall CEM 
performance depends on the properties of two system components: the data topology 
(how well it is able to use existing resources, how well it can withstand failures), 
and on the control protocol (how quickly it can build/repair the data topology). By 
necessity, existing system implementations couple the data- and control-planes and 
often use different transport protocols. However, in order to enable a fair comparison 
of data plane design choices, we must ensure that the systems use identical control 
and transport protocols. 
We present our best effort at an unbiased comparison between different data 
topologies and data dissemination mechanisms, by "factoring out" the effects of trans-
port protocols and the control plane. To neutralize the effects of the control plane, 
we rely on our implementations of representative single-tree, multi-tree, mesh-based, 
and hybrid protocols using the SAAR anycast primitive. The performance of our 
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implementation is comparable to or better than "native" implementations of each of 
these protocols. 
The decentralized SAAR control plane was developed exclusively as an efficient 
control mechanism (not in conjunction with any data plane). However, it may still 
introduce an unintended bias in favor of a particular data plane structure. Hence, 
we also experiment with an idealized control plane (a centralized server) that has 
perfect knowledge and a configurable response time, which accounts for any biases 
introduced by SAAR. 
For each data plane we evaluate, we present results under diverse operating con-
ditions, including different levels of node churn, packet loss, and stream rates. More-
over, to model the distribution of resource availability in real deployments, we use 
an empirical distribution of node forwarding bandwidths, which were obtained by 
measuring broadband hosts in Europe and the US [27]. 
Our experiments reveal which data plane design choice is suitable for a particular 
deployment scenario. For instance, when lag and startup delay are not an issue in a 
given application, then pure mesh-based systems are superior to trees, because they 
deliver almost perfect streaming quality under a wide range of conditions. Although 
pure tree-based systems have low lag and startup delay, they rely on sophisticated 
recovery mechanisms to improve their streaming quality under churn and packet 
loss. We observe that in resource-constrained scenarios, no combination of recovery 
techniques can simultaneously match the near-perfect streaming quality of a pure 
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mesh, and the low lag and startup delay of a pure tree-based system. However, when 
resources are abundant, then tree-based systems with recovery can achieve low lag, 
low startup delay, and high streaming quality even under adverse conditions. 
Our results (regardless of parameter or protocol variation) consistently indicate 
that it is not possible for any CEM design to simultaneously achieve high resource 
utilization, low overhead, low lag, and high streaming quality. Our experiments 
indicate that all CEM protocols are inherently limited in certain aspects of their 
performance, i.e., these basic limitations transcend parameter settings or control plane 
assumptions. We distill these observations into a novel conceptual model that, we 
believe, (1) explains the root causes that limit the performance of CEM protocols, and 
(2) provides bounds on the practical performance limits of any future CEM protocol. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses background and 
related work. Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of SAAR, a shared 
control plane for CEMs. Chapter 4 describes the implementations of CEM data planes 
using SAAR's anycast primitive. Chapter 5 presents an experimental evaluation of 
the SAAR control plane. Chapter 6 presents the results of an empirical comparison 
of CEM data plane designs. Chapter 7 distills our understanding of CEMs into a 
model that identifies fundamental design constraints in CEMs. Finally, Chapter 8 
concludes and describes future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Background and Related Work 
We start by describing different techniques of achieving point-to-multipoint communi-
cation. In this context, we discuss the tradeoffs of using IP unicast, IP multicast and 
cooperative end-system multicast (CEMs). Focussing on CEMs, we provide back-
ground on different CEM overlay structures and overlay maintenance mechanisms. 
We then discuss previous efforts to understand and compare the relative performance 
of different CEM systems. Finally, we describe resource discovery and anycast archi-
tectures, in relation to SAAR's anycast primitive for building CEMs. 
2.1 Multicast Architectures 
In this section, we will discuss different techniques of achieving point-to-multipoint 
communication. We start by describing why IP unicast is not efficient for this purpose, 
thereby motivating 'multicast' as a new group communication primitive to efficiently 
address point-to-multipoint communication needs. We then describe the deployment 
challenges and other scalability concerns faced by IP multicast, thereby making the 
case for cooperative end-system multicast (CEMs). We then discuss the benefits and 
limitations of CEMs when compared to IP multicast. 
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(a) Network Configuration (b) Naive Unicast 
(c) IP Multicast (d) End-system Multicast 
Figure 2.1 : Point-to-multipoint communication styles: Consider a sender S wanting 
to send a data item to recipients B, C, and D. We illustrate how this is achieved using 
IP unicast, IP multicast and end-system multicast. Courtesy: Figure was adapted 
from [20]. 
2.1.1 Multicast: a new group communication primitive 
Multicast is a group communication primitive that was introduced to efficiently serve 
point-to-multipoint communication needs, as required by several applications like 
video-broadcasting, publish-subscribe systems etc. When an application is required 
to send the same information to multiple destinations, unicasting individually to each 
destination imposes significant overhead on the sender, and requires the sender to be 
well-provisioned with regard to server and bandwidth resources. 
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Additionally, unicasting results in a lot of redundant transmission overhead on the 
underlying network, since multiple copies of a broadcasted data item could potentially 
traverse the underlying physical links of the network multiple times. For example, 
in Fig 2.1(b), the sender S intends to broadcast a data item to recipients B, C, and 
D. When using individual unicasts, the same data item crosses S's access link S-Rl 3 
times, and the underlying physical link R1-R2 2 times. 
Another problem with this approach of individually unicasting to each intended 
recipient is that the sender is required to know the address of each of its recipients. For 
applications where the addresses of the recipients are unknown or changeable, this 
imposes additional management overhead on the sender. In an effort to overcome 
the above limitations, IP multicast was proposed as a new group communication 
primitive. 
2.1.2 IP Multicast 
IP multicast is a group communication paradigm proposed by Steve Deering in 
1989 [25]. In contrast to the naive way of initiating multiple IP unicast transmissions 
from the sender to multiple group members, IP multicast reduces the underlying 
network resource usage and alleviates the over-provisioning and other management 
overheads at the sender. 
Group members are assigned a multicast group address that is part of the Internet 
address space. Routers maintain state for each multicast group in order to be able 
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to dynamically construct and maintain trees connecting all group participants. In 
contrast to sending the data using IP unicast from the sender to each group member 
individually, multicast is achieved by forming a spanning tree across the group mem-
bers and a data packet is forwarded along the spanning tree. This ensures that only 
one copy of the multicast data packet traverses the underlying physical links. For 
each incoming (i.e., upstream) multicast data packet, a router replicates the packet 
and forwards copies along multiple network interfaces corresponding to the multiple 
IP paths connecting the router to its downstream children in the multicast tree. 
Figure 2.1(c) demonstrates how the sender S uses IP multicast to broadcast a data 
item to intended recipients B, C and D. Observe how, in contrast to the IP unicast 
model in Fig 2.1(b), only a single copy of the data item traverses S's access link S-Rl 
and the physical link R1-R2. Also note how R2 replicates the data item and sends a 
copy each to recipients C and D. 
Although IP multicast offers several advantages over the unicast approach, Inter-
net routers do not enable IP multicast by default because of several concerns. Since 
the proposed IP multicast architecture allows any Internet host to send data to a 
multicast group, it is open to attacks by a malicious sender causing significant dis-
ruption to the entire network by multicasting data to popular groups. When using 
IP unicast, on the other hand, the harm inflicted by a malicious user is proportional 
to the bandwidth invested by the malicious sender to flood multiple users individu-
ally using IP unicast. In IP multicast, the duplication of data items by the routers 
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within the network enables malicious senders to inflict significant disruption using 
minimal effort. Additionally, there does not exist a good pricing model to charge for 
IP multicast traversing multiple ISPs. There are additional obstacles to supporting 
inter-domain multicast [26]. Some works [45] have proposed changes to the IP multi-
cast architecture, to overcome some of the above limitations, but these have not been 
deployed. 
However, intra-domain multicast is relatively easy to deploy and manage. After 
more than a decade of a virtually no prominent IP multicast service, IP multicast 
is recently seeing a resurgence with respect to being used in infrastructure-based 
IPTV services with a domain. Several TELCOs are upgrading their infrastructure 
for providing "premium" network services that includes on-demand and live IPTV 
service. In contrast to inter-domain multicast, the concerns of malicious users abusing 
the multicast service, and the lack of a pricing model do not arise. This is because, 
the ISP is itself, both the provider for the IP multicast service, and the publisher 
sending data to the multicast groups. 
2.1.3 Cooperative End-system Multicast (CEMs) 
Cooperative end-system multicast (CEMs) [3,4,15,19,46,50,51,55,56,63-65,82,84, 
84,86,91,93] is another alternative for achieving point-to-multipoint communication. 
In CEMs, participating end-systems form an overlay network and cooperatively dis-
seminate content. As a result, the bandwidth overhead of disseminating content is 
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shared amongst the participants of the CEM overlay network. Figure 2.1(d) shows 
an example of using CEMs for multicast, where the multicast group members are 
organized in a tree structure. 
CEMs offer some interesting advantages over IP multicast. Firstly, CEMs do 
not require any special network layer support. Pushing the multicast functionality 
from the routers to the edge overcomes several of the deployability concerns of IP 
multicast. Secondly, since we no longer need to rely on one common and generic 
point-to-multipoint abstraction provided by the routers, the multicast policies (like 
tree maintenance algorithms, reliability, congestion control policies etc.) can be cus-
tomized separately based on per-group requirements. 
However, compared to IP multicast, CEMs lead to higher network usage, since 
some overlay links might be sharing the same underlying physical network (e.g. 
transcontinental) link. Observe how in Figure 2.1(d), the same data item traverses 
the physical link R2-C twice. Thus, is contrast to IP multicast, some physical links 
might end up transmitting more than one data packet. The delay experienced by data 
packets is also higher as compared to IP multicast. However, in contrast to IP unicast, 
CEMs have reduced resource usage and the sender need not be over-provisioned. 
Video delivery over the Internet using CEMs is becoming increasingly popular, 
with a number of deployed services (e.g. Joost [47], SopCast [75], BBC iPlayer [5]). 
CEM systems are attractive primarily due to their low infrastructure cost - they 
provide the least expensive entry into the Internet video market. 
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2.2 CEMs: Data overlay structures 
In this section, we present an overview of different CEM data overlay organizations 
and data dissemination approaches. We discuss single-tree [3,19,46,82], multi-tree [15, 
63,84], mesh-based [56,64,65,93], and hybrid [4,50,51,55,84,86,91] approaches for 
data dissemination in CEMs. 
Content pushed Content striped 
and pushed 
Pull missing blocks 
| B H I 
(a) Single-tree (b) Multi-tree 
P O I H 
(c) Mesh-based 
Figure 2.2 : Examples of data overlay structures: single-tree, multi-tree, and mesh-
based. In all cases, the sender S wants to stream data items to recipients A, B, and C. 
In single-tree, the source pushes the content down the tree. In multi-tree, the source 
stripes the content, and pushes the different stripes down the different stripe trees 
(2 stripes here). In mesh-based, the nodes pull missing blocks from mesh neighbors 
based on their bitmap advertisements. 
2.2.1 Single-tree delivery 
In single tree systems (shown in Figure 2.2(a)), the participating nodes form a tree, 
such that there is a loop-free path from the multicast source to each group member. 
Content is forwarded (i.e., pushed) along the established tree paths. The source 
periodically issues a content packet to its children in the tree. Each interior node of 
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the tree, upon receiving a new content packet, immediately forwards a copy to its 
children. 
The capacity of each path must be at least the streaming content rate and should 
have a low packet loss rate. To minimize delivery delay, the tree should have low 
depth. To maximize delivery quality, nodes near the top of the tree should be reliable. 
The average delivery delay, i.e., the time it takes for a packet to travel from the 
source to a given participant, is proportional to the tree depth. The average join 
delay, i.e., the time it takes for a joining node to receive the content, depends on the 
time it takes the control mechanism to locate a parent for the joining node. 
The tree structure must be adapted whenever a node joins, when a node leaves or 
when conditions on a network link within the tree have deteriorated. While the tree 
is adapted, disconnected nodes do not receive content. Trees are therefore sensitive 
to the efficiency of the control mechanism (which repairs the tree if an interior node 
fails), since during the repair interval, the affected subtree does not receive any data. 
Therefore, the efficiency of the control mechanism has a direct impact on the quality 
of content delivery: the faster the control mechanism can provide a new parent, the 
lower the loss of delivered content. Tree protocols are often augmented with recovery 
protocols to mask delivery problems on the data path. , 
The single-tree structure cannot effectively utilize the forwarding bandwidths of all 
nodes. Nodes whose upstream bandwidth is less than the streaming rate cannot take 
on any child. As a result, the single-tree is unable to utilize forwarding bandwidths 
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that are a fraction of the streaming rate. Moreover, the forwarding load in a single-
tree overlay is highly skewed among the participants, because only the (relatively few) 
interior nodes forward content. The forwarding bandwidth of the leaf nodes remains 
unused, even if their forwarding bandwidth is greater than the streaming rate. 
Examples of single-tree systems include ESM [19], Overcast [46], ZIGZAG [82], 
and NICE [3]. 
2.2.2 Multi-tree delivery 
In multi-tree systems (shown in Figure 2.2(b)), each participating node joins k dif-
ferent trees. The trees are constructed such that each member has k loop-free and 
possibly interior-node-disjoint paths to the multicast source. The multicast source 
splits the content into k "stripes". Each stripe is then disseminated in one of the 
trees, just as in a single-tree system. 
Multi-tree protocols are designed such that each member node is an interior (i.e. 
non-leaf) node in a configurable number of trees (often only one). Hence, as compared 
to single-tree, the forwarding bandwidth of each member can be utilized, and the 
forwarding load can be distributed more fairly among all members. Since each stripe 
is on the order of 1/fcth the bandwidth of the original stream, multi-trees are able to 
utilize forwarding bandwidths that are a fraction of the stream rate. 
The forest construction ensures that a single failure can affect forwarding on a 
configurable number (often just one) of the k stripe trees. Moreover, if the source uses 
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redundant coding like erasure coding [9,12] or multiple description coding (MDC) [37], 
then the effect of a stripe loss can be masked or limited to a reduction in streaming 
content quality. 
Since each stripe is on the order of 1/fcth the bandwidth of the original stream, 
individual nodes can sustain more children, and the average tree depth is lower than in 
a single-tree system with an identical distribution of member forwarding bandwidths. 
Lower tree depths in turn reduce delivery delays and further increase resilience to 
faults. 
SplitStream [15], CoopNet [63] and Chunkyspread [84] are examples of multi-tree 
systems. 
2.2.3 Mesh-based delivery 
In mesh-based or swarming overlays (shown in Figure 2.2(c)), the group members 
construct a random graph. Often, a node's degree in the random graph is proportional 
to the node's forwarding bandwidth, with a minimum node degree (typically five [93]) 
sufficient to ensure the mesh remains connected in the presence of churn. 
The source periodically makes a new content block available. Each node (includ-
ing the source) buffers up to b of the most recently published content blocks it has 
received. Every r seconds, a node advertises to each of its mesh neighbors a bitmap 
indicating which of the b blocks it possesses (and is willing to serve). 
A missing block can then be requested from any neighbor that advertises the 
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block. Among the potential suppliers of the block, a node is chosen randomly. As 
an optimization, the random choice can be biased towards nodes with more available 
bandwidth. The requests for blocks are piggybacked on the bitmap advertisements 
to its neighbors. 
Unlike tree-based delivery, the randomization in the mesh "pull" ensures that 
different blocks, with high probability, follow different paths. In effect, each block fol-
lows a different ad-hoc random tree. As a result, blocks are disseminated throughout 
the mesh following random paths. Hence, mesh neighbors are likely to have received 
different sets of blocks at any given time, which enables them to exchange blocks. 
As a result, mesh-based protocols are able to utilize the forwarding bandwidth of all 
nodes. 
The failure of a node or a network link or the efficiency of the control plane has 
little impact on the swarming protocol. The neighbors of a failed node or connection 
simply fetch blocks from other mesh neighbors while they are choosing a new random 
overlay member as a new mesh neighbor. The delay in acquiring a new neighbor 
(as long as it is lower than the .mean node lifetime) does not affect the efficiency of 
content dissemination. 
Both the delivery delay and join delay in swarming protocols are proportional 
to the size of the content buffer b. The delivery delay in meshes is larger than in 
tree-based systems since blocks are not immediately forwarded as they are received. 
Examples of mesh-based systems are CoolStreaming [93], Chainsaw [64], PRIME [56], 
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and PULSE [65]. 
2.2.4 Hybrid tree-mesh delivery 
Hybrid data planes attempt to combine the advantages of tree- and mesh-based sys-
tems by employing a tree backbone and an auxiliary mesh structure. Typically,.blocks 
are "pushed" along the tree edges (as in a regular tree protocol) and missing blocks 
are "pulled" from mesh neighbors (as in a regular mesh protocol). The tree over-
lay could be either a single-tree or a multi-tree, resulting in a single-tree-mesh or a 
multi-tree-mesh hybrid. 
Usually, the majority of blocks are delivered along the tree edges, with low delay. 
Blocks that are not delivered via the tree are recovered via the mesh, thereby increas-
ing robustness. The forwarding bandwidth not used for transmitting packets along 
tree edges can be utilized by the auxiliary mesh structure to provide missing blocks 
requested by mesh neighbors, thereby increasing bandwidth utilization. 
Prototypical examples of single-tree-mesh systems are mTreebone [86] and Pul-
sar [55]. Bullet [50] is also a single-tree mesh but instead of relying on the primary 
tree backbone to deliver the majority of blocks, random subsets of blocks are pushed 
along a given tree edge and nodes recover the missing blocks via swarming. PRM [4] 
is a probabilistic single-tree mesh system. Along with tree delivery, each node pushes 
data blocks to mesh neighbors with a configurable probability. 
Chunkyspread [84], GridMedia [91] and Coolstreaming+ [51,52] are multi-tree-
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mesh systems. In these systems, the multi-tree structure is embedded in a random 
mesh, and the stripe trees are not interior-node-disjoint. 
2.3 CEMs: Control mechanisms 
In this section we discuss the control mechanisms adopted by CEMs to build and 
repair the data dissemination overlay structure. Since the overlay structure in CEMs 
consists of end-systems that might fail or depart the group, CEMs need a control 
mechanism to maintain an efficient data dissemination overlay in the presence of 
churn, packet loss, and heterogeneity. 
Different CEM data plane approaches impose different demands on the efficiency 
of the underlying control mechanism. As discussed above, tree-based data planes have 
higher demands on control efficiency and rely on an efficient control mechanism that 
can quickly repair trees under churn. On the other hand, the inherent robustness in 
the swarming protocol of the mesh-based data planes minimizes its dependency on 
efficient control. 
We will next discuss CEMs from the perspective of the type of overlay network 
they utilize for control. 
2.3.1 CEMs based on unstructured overlays 
Unstructured overlay CEM systems construct an overlay network that is optimized 
primarily for data dissemination. Overlay neighbors are chosen to maximize the qual-
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ity of the content delivery (i.e., minimize packet loss, delay, and jitter), to balance the 
forwarding load among the overlay members, and to accommodate members with dif-
ferent amounts of network resources. Typically, a separate overlay is constructed for 
each content instance, consisting of the set of nodes currently interested in that con-
tent. The control plane is then implemented within the resulting overlay. Although 
these systems enable efficient data dissemination, the overlay is not optimized for 
efficient control. 
Overcast [46], Host Multicast [90], and End System Multicast (ESM) [19] form 
a single dissemination tree. In the former two systems, nodes locate a parent by 
traversing the tree, starting from the root. These protocols do not scale to large 
groups, since each member must independently explore the tree to discover a parent, 
and the root is involved in all membership changes. ESM uses a gossip protocol to 
distribute membership information among the group members. Each node learns a 
random sample of the membership and performs further probing to identify a good 
parent. The protocol is robust to node departures/failures but does not scale to large 
group sizes, where the membership information available to a given node tends to be 
increasingly partial (i.e., incomplete) and stale. 
Chunkyspread [84] uses a multi-tree data plane embedded in an unstructured 
mesh overlay, using a randomized protocol to select mesh neighbors. The selection 
procedure considers the heterogeneous bandwidth resources of nodes and assigns them 
an appropriate node degree in the mesh overlay. 
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Bullet [50], Coolstreaming [93], and Chainsaw [64] use mesh-based data dissemi-
nation in an unstructured mesh overlay. Bullet has separate control and data planes. 
In contrast to SAAR, the control plane is not shared among multiple data channels 
and it was not designed to support different data plane organizations. 
2.3.2 CEMs based on structured overlays 
Structured overlay CEM systems use a structured overlay network [69,71,72,78]. 
The key-based routing primitive [24] provided by these overlays enables scalable and 
efficient neighbor discovery. 
In general, data is disseminated over structured overlay links. Doing data dissemi-
nation in the same overlay makes it more difficult to optimize data dissemination and 
to accommodate nodes with different bandwidth resources [7]. Group membership 
changes, on the other hand, are very efficient and the systems are scalable to very 
large groups and large numbers of groups in the same overlay. 
Scribe [16], Subscriber/Volunteer(SV) trees [28] and SplitStream [15] are examples 
of CEM systems based on structured overlays. Scribe embeds group spanning trees 
in the overlay. The trees are then used to anycast or multicast within the group. Due 
to the overlay structure, some nodes may be required to forward content that is not 
of interest to them. SV trees are similar to Scribe, but ensure that only interested 
nodes forward content. 
SplitStream uses multiple interior-node-disjoint dissemination trees that each carry 
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a slice of the content. Compared to single-tree systems, it is better at balancing the 
forwarding load among nodes and reduces the impact of node failures. SplitStream 
has an anycast primitive to locate parents with spare capacity in the desired trees. 
In SplitStream, however, this primitive is used only as a last resort, since it may add 
non-overlay edges and may sacrifice the interior-node-disjointedness of the trees. 
NICE [3] is not based on a structured overlay as we defined it. Nevertheless, it 
shares the properties of efficient control but constrained data dissemination paths. 
Nodes dynamically organize into a hierarchy, which is then used to distribute the 
data. 
Pietzuch et al. [67] observe that structured overlays do not produce a good can-
didate node set for service placement in Stream-based overlay networks (SBONs). 
This is closely related to our observation that structured overlay CEM systems have 
constrained and sub-optimal data distribution paths. 
2.4 Comparison of CEMs 
In this section, we discuss prior work that has compared existing CEMs. We clas-
sify previous efforts into the following categories: qualitative comparison, empirical 
comparison of specific protocols, and analytical comparison. We contrast these pre-
vious efforts with our approach of exploring the CEM design space and empirically 
comparing different CEM design choices. 
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2.4.1 Qualitative comparison 
Abad et al. [1] classify thirteen different CEM protocols according to delivery topology 
(mesh or tree), management protocol (distributed or centralized), scalability (large or 
small group sizes), etc. They discuss a number of different applications and conclude 
that no single protocol is best suited for all applications. However, their work contains 
no insight about why a particular protocol might be more suited to a particular 
application or scenario, or what advantages or disadvantages are inherent in different 
designs. 
Liu et al. [53] review the state-of-the-art of peer-to-peer Internet video broadcast. 
They propose a basic taxonomy of peer-to-peer broadcast and summarize the design 
and deployment challenges of these systems. Although the paper qualitatively exam-
ines tree-based and mesh-based overlays and some of their hybrid variants, their goal 
is not to empirically compare them under different scenarios. 
A number of recent mesh-based data plane protocols [56,64,93] have argued that 
tree-based schemes are not robust to scale and churn. At the same time, systems 
like Chunkyspread [84] and our own work on SAAR have demonstrated (in Chapter 
5.3) that multi-tree data planes can both be robust and scalable. Our work explores 
possible causes for these discrepancies. In particular, we show that the efficiency of 
the underlying control plane and parameter selection greatly affects the performance 
achieved by tree-based data planes. 
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2.4.2 Empirical comparison of specific protocols 
Magharei et-al. [57] compare multi-tree and mesh-based data planes, and conclude 
that mesh-based systems perform better. However, their conclusions are based on an 
artificial scenario where a number of peers depart but the topology is never repaired. 
This is an extreme point in the control plane space where no control protocol is 
used. In contrast, we experiment with different scenarios in which the efficiency of 
the control protocol is varied — this allows us to understand how efficient the control 
protocols must be for acceptable performance and how much control overhead is 
acceptable. 
We believe that our approach is fairer since it neutralizes the effect of the control 
plane (which turns out to be a key factor in the performance of tree-based systems). 
We identify parameters which allow trees to outperform meshes (and vice-versa). 
Finally, we identify limitations with each approach, which we believe are inherent, 
and cannot simply be overcome with better control planes or parameter tweaking. 
Zhu et al. [95] compare four CEM implementations (Scattercast, Overcast, Narada, 
and ALMI) with respect to relative delay penalty, normalized resource usage, and 
stress. These protocols are simulated over GT-ITM [35] topologies, after all nodes 
have joined and without any churn (which gives an unfair advantage to tree-based 
protocols). In these experiments, the control protocol varies with each system, making 
it difficult to understand the inherent properties of the data planes. 
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2.4.3 Analytical comparison 
A number of papers [10,54,92,94] analyze the inherent properties of different overlay 
delivery mechanisms. For instance, Tewari et al. [81] use an analytical model to 
study Bit Torrent-based live video streaming, and demonstrate that the swarming 
protocol needs a minimal number of blocks for effective utilization of peer upstream 
bandwidth. Bonald et al. [10] focus on the properties of different push-based data 
diffusion schemes. Liu et al. [54] focus on the theoretical analysis and fundamental 
limitations of peer-assisted live streaming using tree-based approaches. 
Analytical approaches to compare CEMs, however, make simplifying assumptions 
about the protocols and deployment scenarios in order to make an analytical reasoning 
tractable. Although these approaches offer interesting insights, they are not sufficient. 
2.5 Anycast Architectures 
In this section, we describe work that is related to SAAR's anycast functionality. 
The anycast primitive was proposed as a means for resource discovery. We first 
describe resource discovery techniques that were used before the anycast primitive was 
proposed. We then describe how IP anycast was proposed as a way of accomplishing 
resource discovery at the network level. We then describe proposals for providing the 
anycast service at the application-layer, and discuss their benefits over IP anycast. 
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2.5.1 Resource and service discovery 
Resource or service discovery has been the subject of extensive research for more than 
a decade. The problem is to find the desired resource over the network by addressing 
the resource with a name or property that characterizes the type of resource. 
One way of accomplishing resource discovery is to broadcast the client's request 
to all possible locations where the resource might reside (e.g. [6,62]), in the hope 
that one of the servers having the resource would respond. An alternative to using 
broadcast is to send the client request to a name server [36,59] in order to lookup the 
location of the resource. 
Several times, a user wishes to locate a server that supports a particular type of 
service [42], but does not particularly care which server amongst the group of servers 
supporting the service is used. Researchers came up with the notion of anycast to 
simplify the process of resource discovery or service discovery. 
2.5.2 IP anycast 
Anycast was first proposed in RFC 1546 [66]. The document introduces anycast as 
a means of resource or service discovery and describes a way of accomplishing it at 
the network level. In particular, a host transmits a datagram to an anycast address 
and the inter-network is responsible for providing best effort delivery of the datagram 
to at least one, and preferably only one of the servers that accept datagrams for the 
anycast address. It also points out the challenges faced in deploying IP anycast. The 
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alleged unscalability of IP anycast has limited its acceptance by the community. 
GIA [49] is an architecture for doing global IP anycast in a more scalable fashion, 
but it retains some of the drawbacks of network level approaches: i.e., it requires 
router modifications and it cannot exploit application-level metrics to guide the pro-
cess of server selection. 
Active anycast [58] proposes handling IP anycast in a location-aware and load-
aware manner. The solution relies on active networking technology [79,80]. In partic-
ular, it relies on active routers maintaining load information about the anycast servers 
lying in their network proximity. In addition to requiring IP router support, this pro-
posal also requires active networking technology,' which is an additional impediment 
to deployment. 
2.5.3 Application-layer and overlay anycast 
To address the problems with IP anycast, several proposals for providing an anycast 
service at the application layer [29,29,30,60,74] were made. Most of these approaches 
attempt to build a directory system. The directory system, when queried with a client 
address and the service name, returns the address of the nearest (near with respect 
to the client's location) server that provides the service. 
These directory based application-layer anycast systems are not scalable for the 
following reasons. Two types of information needs to be collected in this type of 
directory system: (1) Information about which servers provide a particular service 
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and which of them are currently up; and (2) the network distance between the client 
and these available servers (in order to be able to determine the closest server). 
Collecting this type of information requires repeated probing of the servers for their 
availability and collecting up-to-date estimates of the network distance between hosts. 
This makes the directory the bottleneck and limits the scalability of such a system. 
Application layer anycast systems led to the observation that server selection 
should ideally use a combination of metrics (network proximity, load etc.) to deter-
mine the best server to serve the client's anycast request. Several proposals [13,23, 
39,73] for efficiently selecting servers have been made. These systems employ mea-
surements from clients. In the work by Carter et al. [13,23], the selection is based 
primarily on the characteristics of the network path leading from the client to the 
server. The authors acknowledge the desirability of using server load information as 
a guide to server selection. In the work of Sayal et al. [73] and Karaul et al. [48], 
server load is also incorporated into the client-side selection. 
Several overlay anycast systems have been proposed. Anycast within a struc-
tured overlay network has been used in several systems for decentralized server se-
lection [17,32,44,77]. Scribe [17] and DOLR [44] deliver anycast requests to nearby 
group members. Unlike SAAR, they provide only a coarse-grained overload protection 
mechanism by requiring overloaded group members to leave the group temporarily. 
i3 [77] provides fine-grained load balancing of anycast requests among the group 
members, but is not designed for efficient server selection based on multiple metrics 
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like load, location, and server state. Oasis [32] is primarily optimized for locality, 
but also incorporates liveness and load. Oasis does not optimize the anycast based 
on proactive aggregation of state information. Unlike these systems, SAAR provides 
general and efficient anycast for peer selection in CEM systems. 
Several systems use overlay anycast as a component of their overall protocol. 
ChunkCast [21] (a peer-to-peer file distribution system) provides a shared control 
overlay, in which it embeds index trees for objects stored in the overlay. An anycast 
primitive discovers a nearby node that holds a desired object. ChunkCast is intended 
for block dissemination in a swarming file distribution system, and not for streaming 
multicast. Its anycast primitive is specialized for this purpose, and not for peer 
selection in a CEM system. Several systems use structured overlays for efficient 
request redirection [21,31,87]. CoDeeN [87], a cooperative CDN, distributes client 
requests to an appropriate server based on factors like server load, network proximity 
and cache locality. Coral [31] is a peer-to-peer web-content distribution network that 
indexes cached web pages and redirects client requests to nearby peers that have the 
desired content cached. 
Resource management systems help in maintaining the state of resources across 
the system and help managing and mediating access to available resources. These 
systems can be used to provide overlay anycast systems with necessary information to 
enable the discovery of desired resources. SDIMS [89] (influenced by Astrolabe [70]) 
aggregates information in large scale networked systems and supports queries over 
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the aggregated state of a set of nodes. Internally, SDIMS relies on aggregation trees 
embedded in a structured overlay to achieve scalability with respect to both the num-
ber of nodes and attributes. SAAR implements a subset of of SDIMS's functionality, 
which is specialized for the needs of a CEM control plane. Opus [11] provides a com-
mon platform for hosting multiple overlay-based distributed applications. Its goal is 
to mediate access to wide-area resources among multiple competing applications, in a 
manner that satisfies each application's performance and reliability demands. SAAR, 
on the other hand, provides a control overlay and an anycast peer selection service for 
a specific application, CEM. Thus, Opus and SAAR address largely complementary 
problems. 
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Chapter 3 
Design of the SAAR control plane 
In this chapter, we describe how the control mechanisms in CEM systems can be 
separated out and delegated to a separate control plane. Section 3.1 starts with an 
overview of SAAR, a decentralized, shared, control plane for CEMs. We then describe 
the design of SAAR in Section 3.2, followed by its implementation in Section 3.3. 
3.1 Overview of SAAR 
Common to all CEM systems is the problem of selecting overlay neighbors for data 
dissemination. Such a peer selection mechanism should be flexible and efficient (both 
defined in Chapter 1). A flexible peer selection mechanism allows high-quality data 
paths (solely optimized for efficient data dissemination) to be built. An efficient peer 
selection mechanism enables the efficient construction and maintenance of these data 
paths. 
We observe that it is hard to realize efficient control and efficient data dissem-
ination in a single overlay network. Since most current CEMs use a single overlay 
network for both data dissemination and control, the control mechanisms in existing 
systems are either flexible or efficient, but not both. For example, we observe that 
existing CEMs based on structured overlays have a peer selection mechanism that is 
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efficient but not flexible (described in Chapter 2.3.2). Similarly, we also observe that 
existing CEMs based on unstructured overlays have a peer selection mechanism that 
is flexible but not efficient (described in Chapter 2.3.1). 
We observe that this conflict between control and data efficiency can be resolved 
by factoring out the control mechanism for acquiring data overlay neighbors into a 
separate control overlay. Participating CEM nodes can issue neighbor acquisition re-
quests to this separate control overlay, which then responds with desired data overlay 
neighbors. 
We show that neighbor acquisition requests in CEM systems can be expressed 
using an anycast primitive, which takes as arguments a constraint and an objective 
function. Among the participating nodes that satisfy the constraint, the primitive 
selects one that maximizes the objective function. Such an anycast primitive offers 
a single, unified mechanism for implementing diverse data plane policies. We show 
that this primitive is powerful enough to build single-tree, multi-tree, mesh-based, 
and hybrid data planes. 
We have designed and evaluated SAAR, a control overlay for CEM systems. SAAR 
provides a powerful anycast primitive for selecting peers in one or more separate data 
dissemination overlays. SAAR provides several key benefits: 
• SAAR separates control and data dissemination into different overlay networks. 
As such, it avoids a tradeoff between data and control efficiency, thereby providing 
a flexible as well as an efficient control mechanism. We show that the benefits of 
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this separation outweigh the costs of maintaining a separate control overlay. First, 
the SAAR control overlay is optimized for efficient peer selection. When compared 
to current CEM systems, SAAR can locate more appropriate peers, and can do so 
faster. Rapid peer selection results in faster channel join and switching times: more 
appropriate peer selection improves data paths and delivery quality. Second, the data 
overlay is not constrained by a control overlay structure, and can therefore be opti-
mized solely for efficient data dissemination and load balance, subject to application 
policy. ' 
• SAAR can support different data plane structures (e.g. single-tree, multi-tree, mesh-
based, and hybrids). Specific structures can be achieved by defining appropriate 
constraints and objective functions for anycast. Thus, SAAR separates the common 
control mechanism from the specific polices for maintaining a data overlay. As a 
reusable control overlay, SAAR simplifies the design of GEM systems. 
• A single SAAR overlay can be shared among many data overlay instances. SAAR 
allows nodes to remain in the control overlay independent of their data channel mem-
bership. Control overlay sharing allows nodes to quickly join a channel and to rapidly 
switch between channels, which is critical for applications like IPTV [43]. 
The implementation of SAAR is layered on a structured overlay network [16,72], 
For each data overlay instance, a tree (for control) is embedded in this structured 
control overlay that connects the members of that data overlay. l. State information 
xDue to the embedding, a tree may also include some nodes not in the data channel. However, 
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for members of a data channel is aggregated and disseminated within the correspond-
ing tree. An anycast traverses the tree to locate peers for the data overlay, subject 
to the constraint and objective function. The aggregated state information is used to 
guide the search. 
3.2 Design of S A A R 
Figure 3.1 depicts the SAAR architecture. Our architecture for CEM systems sep-
arates the control and data planes into distinct overlay networks. There are no 
constraints on the structure of the data plane: it can be optimized for efficient data 
dissemination, can accommodate heterogeneity and includes only nodes that are in-
terested in the content. The control overlay can be shared among many data plane 
instances, each disseminating a different content type or channel. 
SAAR uses a decentralized control plane based on a structured overlay network. 
Its anycast primitive supports efficient and flexible selection of data dissemination 
peers. The SAAR overlay performs efficient, proactive state dissemination and aggre-
gation. This aggregate state is used to increase the efficiency of the anycast primitive. 
All nodes that run a particular CEM system participate in the SAAR control 
overlay, regardless of which content they are currently receiving. This enables rapid 
switching between content channels. Even nodes that do not currently receive any 
content may choose to remain in the control overlay. In this "standby" mode, a 
the data plane consists exclusively of members interested in receiving the content. 
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O Data overlay 1 member 
0 Data overlay 2 member 
1 | Other member 
--*- Control tree - data overlay 1 
—*- Control tree - data overlay 2 
Rtt Control root (data overlay n) 
Shared control overlay (SAAR) 
Data overlay 1 (single tree) Data overlay 2 (mesh) 
Figure 3.1 : SAAR architecture: Each node is a. member of the control overlay and 
may be part of one or more data overlays. The members of a given data overlay are 
part of a control tree embedded in the control overlay. Nodes use the SAAR anycast 
primitive to locate data overlay neighbors. 
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node has low overhead and can join a data overlay with very low delay. As a result, 
membership in the control overlay is expected to be more stable and longer-term than 
the membership in any data overlay. Additionally, the sharing of state information 
across data overlays can reduce overhead, e.g., when a node is in more than one data 
overlay because it receives several content channels. 
Group abstraction: The key abstraction provided by SAAR is a group. A group 
represents a set of nodes that are members of one data overlay. The group's control 
state is managed via a spanning tree that is embedded in the control overlay and 
rooted at a random member of the control overlay. Due to the SAAR overlay struc-
ture, the spanning tree may contain interior nodes that are not part of the group. The 
group members may choose to form any data overlay structure for data dissemination. 
A set of state variables is associated with a group. Each group member holds 
an instance of each state variable. Typical examples of state variables are a node's 
forwarding capacity, current load, streaming loss rate, tree-depth in a single-tree data 
plane, etc. 
SAAR can aggregate state variables in the spanning tree. Each state variable 
g is associated with an update propagation frequency fup, a downward propagation 
frequency fdown and an aggregation operator A. The values of a state variable are 
periodically propagated upwards towards the root of the group spanning tree, with 
frequency at most fup. (The propagation is suppressed if the value of a variable 
has not changed). At each interior node, the values received from each child are 
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aggregated using the operator A. The aggregated value at the root of the spanning 
tree is propagated down the tree with frequency at most fdown- State variables for 
which no aggregation operator is defined are propagated only one level up from a 
group member's position in the spanning tree. 
The aggregated value of g (using aggregation operator A) at an intermediate node 
in the spanning tree is denoted by gA. For example, the value of g^pM at the root of 
the spanning tree would denote the total forwarding capacity of the group members. 
Anycast primitive: SAAR provides an anycast operation that takes as arguments 
a group identifier G, a constraint p, an objective function m, and a traversal threshold 
t. 
The primitive "inspects" group members whose state variables satisfy p and re-
turns the member whose state maximizes the objective function m among the consid-
ered members. To bound the anycast overhead, at most t nodes are visited during the 
tree traversal. Note that a search typically considers many more nodes than it visits, 
due to the propagation of state variables in the tree. If i = _L, the first considered 
node that satisfies the constraint is selected. 
The constraint (or predicate) p over the group's state variables specifies a con-
straint on the neighbor selection. Typically, the constraint is chosen to achieve the 
desired structure of the data overlay. A simple example predicate p = (gioad < 9cap)' 
would be used to locate a node with spare forwarding capacity. 
The anycast selects, among the set of nodes it inspects and that satisfy p, a node 
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whose state variables maximize the objective function m. m is an expression over 
the group's state variables and evaluates to a numeric value. For example, using the 
state variable g depth to denote the tree depth of a member in a single-tree data plane, 
the objective function m = 1/gdepth would select a node with minimum depth in the 
tree, among the considered nodes that satisfy the predicate p = (gioad < gcap)-
The anycast primitive performs a depth-first search of the group spanning tree, 
starting at the requester node. It uses a number of optimizations. If the aggregated 
state variables of a group subtree indicate that no member exists in the subtree that 
is both eligible (i.e., satisfies the constraint) and superior (i.e., achieves a better value 
of the objective function than the current best member), then the entire subtree is 
pruned from the search. Similarly, if the aggregated state variables of the entire tree 
(propagated downward from the root) indicate that no eligible and superior member 
exists in the tree, then the anycast terminates immediately. 
Since the SAAR overlay construction is proximity-based, the group members are 
inspected roughly in order of increasing delay from the requester node n. Therefore, 
the result is chosen from the nodes with least delay to n, among the nodes that satisfy 
the constraint. This bias can be removed by starting the anycast traversal instead 
from a random member of the SAAR control overlay2. 
There is an inherent trade-off between accuracy and scalability in the distributed 
2Here, we route the anycast message to the node responsible for a randomly drawn key in the 
underlying structured overlay network. 
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(b) Node with value b 
0 Node failing predicate 
1 | Non-group member 
S i Aggregated value x 
Figure 3.2 : Any cast traversal example: Given an anycast request issued at the 
leftmost interior node in the group spanning tree, the anycast traverses the tree in 
a depth-first search. The search only visits subtrees with members that satisfy the 
predicate and whose value exceeds that of the current best known member. 
selection of overlay neighbors. Accuracy is maximized when decisions are based on 
complete and current information. To maximize accuracy, either (1) all nodes main-
tain current information about many nodes in the system, or (2) an anycast visits 
many nodes in the system for each peer selection. Neither approach is scalable. SAAR 
mitigates this tension by propagating aggregated state and by limiting the scope of 
anycast tree traversals based on this state. Also, in SAAR, accuracy and overhead 
can be controlled by bounding the anycast overhead (threshold t), and by changing 
the propagation frequencies of the state variables. 
Example anycast traversal: Figure 3.2 shows an example group spanning tree. A 
new node wants to join the data overlay and seeks a parent that maximizes the value 
of an integer state variable among the nodes that satisfy a given constraint. There 
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create(G, set of (gv, Av, fip, f%own)). 
join(G) 
anycast(G, p, m, t) 
update(G, set of gv) 
groupAggregateRequest(G, gv) 
leave(G) 
Creates a group with its group variables, their aggrega-
tion operators and propagation frequencies. 
This function is called by a node that wishes to join the 
group G. 
This function is called by a node to select a member of 
the group G. p is the constraint, 
m is the objective function, t is the maximal number of 
nodes visited. 
Called by a node to update the group with the current 
values of its state variables. 
Returns the value of the aggregated state variable gv at 
the root of the spanning tree, 
Called by a node that wishes to leave the group G. 
Table 3.1 : SAAR API 
are six members that satisfy the constraint. Given an anycast request issued at the 
leftmost interior node in the spanning tree, the anycast traverses the tree in a DFS, 
pruning subtrees that contain no eligible members with a value of the variable that 
exceeds that of the Current best known member. In the example shown, the anycast 
stops after visiting five nodes, and yields the rightmost leaf node with the value 3. 
Had the anycast been invoked with a value of t < 5, then the anycast would have 
stopped after visiting t nodes, and yielded the leftmost leaf node with value 2. 
SAAR API: The SAAR API contains functions to create, join and depart groups, to 
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locate a neighbor, retrieve pre-computed aggregated group state, and to update the 
control plane with a member's group variables. The operations are listed in Table 3.1. 
3.3 Implementation of SAAR 
The implementation of SAAR uses Scribe [16,17] to represent groups and to imple-
ment the anycast primitive. Scribe is a group communication system built upon a 
structured overlay network. Each group is represented by a tree consisting of the 
overlay routes from group members to the node responsible for the group's identifier. 
Due to proximity neighbor selection (PNS) in the underlying Pastry overlay [14, 
40], the spanning trees are proximity-based, i.e., nodes within a subtree tend to be 
close in the underlying Internet. An anycast primitive walks the tree in depth-first 
order, starting from a node that is close to the anycast requester until an appropriate 
node is found [17]. 
Scribe does not have group variables and does not aggregate or propagate state 
in a group tree. Scribe's anycast primitive does not take a constraint or objective 
function. Our implementation adds support for these facilities. 
Nodes in a SAAR group tree aggregate and propagate state variables up and 
down the tree, similar to SDIMS [89]. To reduce message costs, update messages 
are propagated periodically, they are combined on a given overlay link across state 
variables and across group trees, they are piggy-backed onto other control traffic when 
possible, and they are multicast down the tree. During an anycast, a DFS traversal 
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of the group tree prunes entire subtrees based on the aggregated state of the subtree. 
In addition, we implemented the following optimizations: 
Using network coordinates: SAAR employs virtual network coordinates to guide 
the depth-first search in the group trees. We used NPS [61] with a 5-D coordinate 
system in our implementation. Specifically, network coordinates are used to visit 
an interior node's children in order of increasing distance to the anycast requester. 
Moreover, node coordinates can be exported as state variables; thus, they can be used 
to guide the selection of nodes based on their location. 
Multiple spanning trees: To increase the robustness to churn in the control over-
lay, SAAR maintains multiple interior-node-disjoint spanning trees connecting the 
members of each group. Thus, the failure or departure of a node may cause a subtree 
disconnection and subsequent repair in at most one tree. By starting multiple traver-
s a l in different trees in parallel, anycast operations can be served in a timely fashion 
even while one of the spanning trees is being repaired. Interior-node-disjoint trees are 
constructed in Scribe simply by choosing group ids that do not share a prefix, as in 
SplitStream [15]. 
Our SAAR prototype was implemented based on the FreePastry [33] implemen-
tation of Scribe. Implementing SAAR added 13556 lines of code. 
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Chapter 4 
Data plane implementations 
We next describe our data plane implementations using the SAAR's anycast primitive. 
We describe how we can implement the single-tree [3,19,46,82], multi-tree [15,63,84], 
mesh-based [56,64,65,93], and hybrid [4,50,51,55,84,86,91] approaches for data 
dissemination in CEMs. 
4.1 Overview 
It was not clear to us, a priori, which specific data planes ought to be implemented 
to provide a representative sampling of the many CEM protocols that have been 
proposed. Instead of implementing each different protocol, we have meticulously 
implemented three basic data planes: single-tree, multi-tree and mesh-based. One 
(and sometimes a hybrid) of these three paradigms form the basis for every protocol 
in the literature. The protocols differ in their control (how the delivery structure 
is formed and maintained) and in their recovery mechanisms (how missing data is 
handled). 
Along with the base protocols, we have implemented a range of recovery mech-
anisms, including proactive approaches such as randomized forwarding [4,55], re-
active approaches such as ephemeral forwarding [4,51,52,84,91] and mesh recov-
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ery [4,50-52,55,86]. The implementations of the basic data planes (i.e., single-tree, 
multi-tree, and mesh-based) were augmented with implementations of these recovery 
mechanisms. 
Different CEM data dissemination approaches could be emulated by appropriately 
enabling different data planes and recovery mechanisms. This approach enabled us 
to experiment with tree-based systems augmented with these recovery techniques 
(mesh-based forwarding natively incorporates "recovery".) Some mesh-based systems 
are augmented with tree-backbones to lower latency, and our approach enables us to 
experiment with such "hybrid" protocols as well. Our approach also enables us to 
emulate protocols like PRM [4] that combine multiple recovery strategies. Table 4.1 
shows the span of protocols our implementations cover; we believe that our coverage 
of protocols includes most major CEM protocols and approaches that have been 
published. 
By design, we have implemented the data planes using the SAAR's anycast prim-
itive. Our goal is to understand the inherent performance (limitations) of the data 
planes themselves. Our data plane implementations are comparable to and sometimes 
better than the native implementations, according to published performance results. 
Our implementations can be executed on Planetlab [68], Emulab [88], Model-
Net [83], or deployed on the general Internet. The unmodified implementations can 
also be run on top of a network emulator, which executes the actual protocol code 
atop an emulated network with a given distribution of link delays and bandwidths. 
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Protocol 
ESM [19], Overcast [46], ZIGZAG [82], 
NICE [3], FatNemo [8] 
SplitStream [15], CoopNet [63] 
Coolstreaming [93], Chainsaw [64], 
PRIME [56], PULSE [65] 
Bullet [50], mTreebone [86] 
Pulsar [55] 
PRM [4] 
Chunkyspread [84] 
GridMedia [91], Coolstreaming-f [51,52] 
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Table 4.1 : A Taxonomy of CEM protocols and recovery mechanisms 
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The recovery mechanisms augmented implementations of the single-tree, multi-
tree, and mesh-based modules, as described in the following sections, comprised 6100, 
8400 and 8624 lines of code, respectively. 
4.2 Single-tree data plane 
To implement a single-tree data plane using SAAR's anycast primitive, each data 
overlay instance is associated with a SAAR group. Data overlay neighbors are se-
lected such that (i) the neighbor has spare forwarding capacity and (ii) adding the 
neighbor does not create a loop in the data path. In addition, the control plane should 
preferentially select neighbors that (i) experience low loss, (ii) are near the requester 
and (iii) have low depth in the tree. These requirements can be expressed via the 
constraint and the objective function arguments to a SAAR anycast. 
Assuming that the data stream rate is S and the node's forwarding bandwidth 
available for data traffic is B, we define the forwarding capacity of a node as D = 
[B/S\. A node with forwarding capacity D can take on at most D children. Note 
that nodes must account for the control traffic in order to estimate how much of 
their upstream bandwidth is available for data traffic. Thus, B = UpstreamBW — 
ControlBW, where UpstreamBW is the upstream bandwidth of the node and ControlBW 
is the bandwidth that is being used up by control traffic. The technique for deter-
mining ControlBW is explained in Section 4.6. 
The group associated with our single-tree data plane can use the following anycast 
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group state variables, constraint and objective function to express the anycast request 
for a data plane tree parent: 
• State Variables: gcap — D = [B/S\ is the maximum number of children a node can 
support; giocui is the current number of children, gpath is a list of node identifiers on 
the node's path to the root, gdepth is the length of the node's path to the root, gioss 
is the streaming loss rate, and gpd is the path delay from the root. No aggregation 
operator is defined for gpath-
• Constraint: A requesting node r selects a prospective parent that has spare forward-
ing capacity, will not cause a loop and has a streaming loss rate less than a threshold 
L, using the predicate: 
{gioad < 9caP) A (r g gpath) A (gioss < L) 
Alternatively, the term (gioss < fioss) can be used to select a parent that has lower 
loss than the requester. 
• Objective Function: The objective function is either 1/gdepth or l/gPd, which mini-
mizes depth and path delay, respectively, as motivated by the findings in [76]. 
The source of a multicast event creates a new group and then joins it. An inter-
ested node calls the anycast method to locate a parent. Once it receives data, it joins 
the group, allowing the control plane to select it as a potential parent. The node 
uses the update method to inform the control plane of the current values of its state 
variables. To leave, a node disconnects from its parent and leaves the group. When 
a node fails or leaves, its children select a new parent using the anycast method. 
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Periodic data plane optimization: When a node joins or recovers from a 
disconnect, it vises a traversal threshold t = J_ to find an eligible parent as quickly 
as possible. The system gradually improves the tree's quality by periodically (e.g. 
every 15 seconds) anycasting with a traversal threshold of t = 2 logfc N, where TV is 
the approximate size of the group and k is the arity of the control tree. Assuming 
that the information from the lower levels of the tree has already been aggregated, 
this anycast considers information about at least c = k 2" nodes. Suppose the 
eligible nodes (i.e., the ones satisfying the anycast constraint), constitute V fraction 
of the total nodes in the group, and assume that these eligible nodes are distributed 
uniformly randomly in the control tree. Then, the probability of a single anycast 
finding a peer in the best '6' fraction of eligible nodes (when the eligible nodes are 
sorted by decreasing value of the objective function) is greater than (1 — (1 — s.b)c). 
A value of t = 2 logfc N ensures that a "good" node is found with high probability. 
With a system size of at least 1024, a control tree arity of k = 16, for instance, a 
single anycast locates a peer in the top 10th percentile (6 =0.1) of eligible nodes with 
three-nines probability when s = 1.0 (i.e when all nodes are eligible), and with a 
probability of 92.7% when s = 0.1 (i.e when only 10% of the nodes are eligible). 
We in particular, chose to optimize the data plane to build shallow trees ( i.e., 
optimize for low tree depths). Motivated by the findings in [76], such an optimization 
results in a tree structure that is more robust to churn. In spite of the anycast 
objective function of preferentially selecting parents that have low depth in the tree, 
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nodes departing the group result in spare tree slots (a spare slot at a node implies 
available forwarding capacity at the node to take on an additional child) at potentially 
lower depths. As a result, attaching to spare slots at relatively lower tree depths could 
result in relatively shallower trees. 
The SAAR control plane maintains a group variable gasd ('asd' stands for 'a'vailable 
's'lots at 'd'epth) which aggregates (using the SUM operator) information about the 
number of spare slots at a given tree depth. The periodic anycast for tree improve-
ment issued by a node at a depth d is terminated at the local node itself when the 
aggregated value of this variable for the entire group indicates that no spare slots 
exist at depths lower than (d — 1). Note that attaching to a spare slot at depth 
(d — 1) would not be beneficial, since the node's new depth would still be d. When 
the aggregated variable suggests otherwise (i.e., spare slots at lower depths exist), the 
issued anycast attempts to locate the spare slot at the lowest depth. 
Preemption: Our data plane also supports preemption [19]. If a node with spare 
capacity (i.e., it has less than D children) is disconnected (or just joined) and cannot 
locate a new parent, the node uses an anycast to locate a parent that has a child 
of zero degree. (Such a child must exist, else there would be leaf nodes with spare 
capacity). Once such a parent is located, the node preempts the zero-degree child, 
attaches to the selected parent and adopts the preempted node as its child. 
We will now describe the anycast group variables, constraint and objective func-
tion used to support preemption. If a node r with spare forwarding capacity (i.e., 
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(rcap ~ flood) > 0) is disconnected and cannot locate a new parent, r uses an anycast 
to locate a parent that has a child with no forwarding capacity. This is done using 
the boolean group variable gZ(ic, which is true when a node has a zero-degree child. 
The anycast takes the modified predicate: 
(9zdc V (gioad < 9caP)) A (r £ gpath) A (gioss < L) 
Preempt-degree-pushdown: Our data plane also implements a related opti-
mization called preempt-degree-pushdown [7] in order to build shallow trees (i.e., trees 
with low average-tree-depth). This is achieved by placing relatively higher bandwidth 
nodes towards the top levels of the tree, resulting in higher tree fanouts towards the 
top levels of the tree. To achieve preempt-degree-pushdown, a node nl with degree 
Dl, located at a tree depth levelil, and having spare capacity (i.e., it has less than Dl 
children) can preempt a node n2 with degree D2, where D2 < Dl, and is located at 
a tree depth level 12, where 12 < 11. The SAAR anycast primitive is powerful enough 
to support preempt-degree-pushdown. The key idea is to have a group variable array 
9dhcd\k] ('dhcd' stands for 'd'epth of node 'h'aving a 'c'hild of 'd'egree) that records 
the depth of a node that has a child of degree k. A node records gdhcd[k\ as its own 
tree depth if it has a child of degree k, else records it as infinity. This variable is 
aggregated within the SAAR control tree using the MIN operator. Using the result-
ing aggregated value of this variable over the entire group, a node nl can check to 
see if it is possible to do a preempt-degree-pushdown and if so, issues an anycast to 
accomplish this. In our implementation, we chose to enable the preemption of nodes 
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of degree zero or one only (i.e., we maintain only an array of length 2 for gdhcd), since 
nodes of degree 0 and 1 at top levels of the tree are primary causes for deep trees. 
4.3 Multi-tree data plane 
We built a multi-tree CEM system similar to SplitStream [15] using SAAR. The 
multi-tree data plane maintains k separate trees, each forwarding one stripe of 1/fcth 
of the stream rate. The anycast constraint and objective function for establishing 
parents in the stripe trees (Si) are very similar to that in the single-tree data plane. 
However, there is an instance of each variable per stripe. If a node has forwarding 
bandwidth for data traffic B and the streaming rate is 5, then the node takes on at 
most [B/(S/k)\ children across all stripes. 
A node joins all k trees but normally forwards data (i.e., accepts children) only 
in its primary stripe. This construction favors interior-node-disjoint stripe trees: a 
node is an interior node in at most one stripe tree and a leaf in all other stripe trees. 
Thus, a node n with primary stripe ps, forwards only stripe ps to each of its children. 
We refer to its children as primary children of n, since they are children in the stripe 
that was chosen as the primary stripe of n. 
The SAAR control plane tracks the forwarding capacity in a stripe i using a 
variable gcap\j] • By virtue of allocating the entire forwarding bandwidth to the primary 
stripe, a node has gCaP\ps] = \B/(S/k)\ and gcap[i] = 0, W ^ ps. Additionally, gi0ad[i] 
is the current number of children in stripe i, and consequently (gcap[i] — gioad[i]) tracks 
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the available forwarding capacity in stripe i. 
In SplitStream [15], the primary stripe selection is fixed by a node's identifier to 
allow the efficient construction of interior-node-disjoint stripe trees. This can lead to 
a resource imbalance when the node forwarding capacities are heterogeneous. In the 
SAAR-based implementation, nodes can choose their primary stripe so as to balance 
the forwarding capacity in each stripe. Thus, when a node joins, it biases its choice of 
a primary stripe towards stripes with relatively low forwarding capacity. For instance, 
it may select the stripe with the least forwarding capacity, 5mjn, as the primary stripe. 
The information about the amount of forwarding capacity in each stripe, provided 
by the control plane, could be slightly stale. As a result, a large number of nodes 
joining the group within a small amount of time could result in increasing the for-
warding capacity of 5mjn significantly beyond what is necessary (i.e., much more than 
the average forwarding capacity across all stripes). Therefore, instead of choosing the 
stripe with the least forwarding capacity as the primary stripe, we chose to imple-
ment a weighted-random selection of the primary stripe that is more robust in coping 
with stale information. In this weighted-random primary stripe selection strategy, the 
weight is proportional to the amount by which a stripe's forwarding capacity is below 
the average forwarding capacity across all stripes. In particular, among the stripes 
whose resources Ri (i.e., stripe's forwarding capacity) are lower than the average 
stripe resources Ravg,-& stripe i is chosen as primary with a probability proportional 
tO (Ravg — Ri)-
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Even with this flexible choice of a primary stripe, it is still possible that the 
departure of a node causes a stripe to be momentarily left with no forwarding capacity 
until another node joins. In this node looking for parent in stripe s, relaxes the 
primary-child constraint by locating a node that has available forwarding capacity in a 
potentially different stripe (i.e., the potential parent's primary stripe ps ^ s), thereby 
sacrificing interior-node-disjointedness. This results in the creation of a secondary 
child link, wherein a node is forwarding a stripe that is not its primary stripe to 
a secondary child. Our data plane behaves like SplitStream in this respect, except 
that the adaptive primary stripe selection significantly reduces the likelihood of stripe 
resource exhaustion and formation of secondary child links. 
Additionally, secondary child links are replaced with primary child links whenever 
resources in the different stripe trees suggest the possibility of doing so. Thus, when a 
node that was added as a secondary child detects available forwarding capacity in the 
desired stripe s, it locates a new parent without violating the primary child constraint, 
and on successfully doing so, replaces the secondary child link with a primary child 
link. 
Similar to the single-tree data plane, the multi-tree data plane also employs pre-
emption, periodic tree-depth improvement, and the preempt-degree-pushdown opti-
mization for performance improvement. When building interior-node-disjoint trees, 
the preempt-degree-pushdown optimization constructs stripe trees in a way that, 
nodes that contribute resources to the particular stripe are preferentially placed at 
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the top levels of the stripe tree. To see why this is true, lets define two types of pri-
mary child that a node n (having its primary stripe as p) can have: contributors and 
non-contributors. Contributors are those primary children that have also chosen p as 
their own primary stripe, whereas non-contributors are those primary children that 
have chosen their primary stripe as being different from p. By virtue of the interior-
node-disjoint construction of the stripe trees, the non-contributors have gcap\p] = 0. 
Thus, non-contributors will not be having any children and thus would be leafs in 
the stripe tree Sp. Contributors, on the other hand, can potentially take on more 
children as per the value of gCaP\p], and thus would result in becoming interior nodes 
in the stripe tree Sp. The preempt-degree-pushdown policy in the multi-tree data 
plane thereby enables the contributors to preempt the non-contributor nodes and re-
sult in shallow stripe trees, which in turn reduce delivery delays and are more robust 
to churn. 
4.4 Mesh-based data plane 
In our mesh implementation, a node maintains neighbors proportional to its forward-
ing bandwidth B, or a minimum k (typically k — 5). Nodes use SAAR anycast 
to maintain at least I neighbors of good quality and accept up to u neighbors. A 
node with forwarding bandwidth B accepts at most u = [k * B/S\ neighbors. In 
contrast to the strategy of establishing I = k neighbors (as in Coolstreaming [93]), 
we chose to have / proportional to the node's forwarding bandwidth, as suggested 
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Figure 4.1 : Source S connects to the mesh nodes A, B and C. A's leading window 
edge (LE) is 70 because it is yet to receive the advertisement of block 71 from source 
S. B's LE = 69 corresponds to the most recent available block advertised by node A 
(69). C's LE = 69 corresponds to the maximum of the most recent blocks advertised 
by A (69) andB (67). 
in PRIME [56]. As observed in PRIME and confirmed by us, having / proportional 
to the nodes's forwarding bandwidth results in better utilization of peer resources in 
scenarios where the node bandwidths have a high degree of heterogeneity. However, 
in order to ensure that anycast requests for neighbors can be satisfied, the number of 
neighbors pro-actively established is kept slightly lower than the maximum number 
of neighbors that can be supported. We therefore make nodes pro-actively establish 
/ = Max(k, u — 2) neighbors. 
We use a SAAR anycast to choose random mesh neighbors rather than the com-
monly used random walk [85] or gossiping [34] techniques, in order to ensure identical 
conditions for all data planes. The anycast is deliberately not biased towards nearby 
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nodes, to provide high path diversity and to form a more robust mesh. We anycast 
with t = _L but start from a random group member, so that the selected node is not 
necessarily near the requester. 
In addition, each node periodically refreshes its neighbor list, even if it has I or 
more neighbors of good quality. Without this periodic update (and especially with 
low churn), nodes that joined early lack links to nodes that joined late, resulting in 
low path diversity and high mesh diameter. 
A SAAR group associated with a mesh-based data plane uses the following state 
variables and constraint (no objective function is used) to locate mesh neighbors: 
• State Variables: g^ is the maximum number of neighbors (i.e., u = [k * B/S\), 
dioad is the current number of neighbors, gioss is the streaming loss rate. 
• Constraint: The predicate is 
(gioad < 9cap) A (glosa < L). 
Note that the loop-freedom constraint needed in tree-based systems is not present. 
The swarming algorithm operates as follows. The source publishes a new content 
block every p seconds (typically p — lsec). Every swarming interval r (typically 
r = lsec), mesh neighbors exchange their list of available blocks (using a bitmap) 
within a sliding window of blocks covering b seconds (typically b = 60). The leading-
edge of the window at a given node is defined by the most recent block available at 
the node's mesh neighbors. Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship among the leading 
edges of the sliding window in the mesh. 
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After exchanging the lists, each node chooses one random block from the inter-
section of the set of blocks it is missing and the set of nodes that are advertised by 
some neighbor. The choice of a specific neighbor from which to request the block 
is also random, but biased towards the neighbors with the lowest bandwidth utiliza-
tion. Nodes ensure that they do not request any blocks from neighbors that advertise 
themselves as being overloaded (i.e., having bandwidth utilization of 1). The block 
requests to a neighbor are piggybacked on the periodic bitmap advertisements. If a 
requested blocks is not received within a timeout period (typically 4 sec), the block 
is re-requested from another potential candidate after the expiry of the timeout. 
To calculate a node's bandwidth utilization, we use the estimate time Tpen(nng that 
a node would require to complete pending data transmissions. Tpending is calculated as 
(Pending Data/B), where Pending Data is the amount of pending data transmissions, 
and B is the local node's forwarding bandwidth. If Tpencung is greater than a desired 
bound Tmaxpendingtime on the maximum queueing delay incurred by incoming mesh 
block requests, then a node advertises its utilization as 1. Thus, the utilization of a 
node is calculated using the ratio Max(l, {Tpending/Tmaxpendingtime)). 
Our source node also implements request-overriding as in Chainsaw [64] to ensure 
that it sends each block at least once. When the source holds a new block that has 
not yet been uploaded to any node, then upon receiving a request, the source ignores 
the sequence number requested and sends the new block instead. 
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4.5 Recovery mechanisms 
Tree-based protocols often use sophisticated recovery mechanisms (Table 4.1) to mask 
delivery problems on the data path. We next describe our implementation of these 
mechanisms. In each case, we classify the recovery strategy as "reactive" (recovery 
starts after a failure is detected) or "proactive" (recovery is part of base forwarding). 
Ephemeral forwarding (EF) [Reactive] EF was introduced in PRM [4], and 
attempts to provide an uninterrupted data stream while the data plane is being 
repaired (after a node departs). In EF, when a node n does not receive data from 
its parent, it tries to locate an ephemeral parent that can forward n data while the 
overlay reconstruction protocol "fixes" the data plane. Obviously, EF is effective 
only if the affected node (n) can find a suitable ephemeral parent (one with sufficient 
forwarding bandwidth) quicker than the standard overlay recovery protocol. 
In order to quickly locate an ephemeral parent, nodes maintain a set of mesh 
neighbors. Upon detecting a disconnection (lack of a data packet from the tree 
parent), the root of the disconnected subtree (n) immediately tries to obtain the 
stream from its mesh neighbors. EF (ephemeral forwarding) is successful as long as 
any one of the mesh neighbors can temporarily supply the stream. Node n chooses 
only one ephemeral parent if more than one mesh neighbor is capable. Note that, 
node n continues to send heartbeats down its subtree while locating an ephemeral 
parent to preclude nodes in the affected subtree from trying to institute their own 
recovery. 
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If none of node n's mesh neighbors are able to provide a stream (due to lack 
of sufficient forwarding bandwidth) , then node n sends a "delegate" message to its 
tree children, who then try to find an ephemeral parent using their mesh neighbors. 
The "delegate" message can be forwarded recursively down the tree upon failure to 
establish an ephemeral parent. However, observe that with each increasing level, 
an exponentially increasing number of random peers will be probed for available 
bandwidth and thus the likelihood of successfully establishing an ephemeral parent 
increases exponentially. 
Upon success, the child sends the ephemeral stream up to its parent in addition to 
sending it down into its own subtree. A node that receives the ephemeral stream from 
a child to which it previously sent a delegate message also forwards the ephemeral 
stream upwards. In this manner, the ephemeral stream is recursively forwarded up 
the tree all the way to the root of the disconnected subtree (here n). When n receives 
the ephemeral stream, the ephemeral stream is recursively pushed down the subtree, 
but only along the paths which did not previously receive the ephemeral stream. In 
this manner, any successful establishment of an ephemeral parent by any descendant 
of n is sufficient in "patching" the entire disconnected subtree of n. 
EF provides a quick fix for maintaining the tree while the data plane recovers, 
and finds the most suitable parent (one that might optimize criteria such as latency 
and underlying bandwidth usage). EF also enables the control protocol to use larger 
timeouts and reduces the latency demands on tree recovery. 
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Randomized forwarding (RF) [Proactive] Like EF, randomized forwarding 
(RF) was introduced in PRM [4], and uses the auxiliary mesh structure. In RF, each 
overlay node, with a small probability (usually 1-3%), pro-actively forwards the data, 
packets received on the tree to mesh neighbors. The intuition (proven in PRM [4]) is 
that if a large subtree is affected due to a node failure, then, with high probability, 
a proactive recovery packet will be incident upon at least one node in the subtree. 
When a node receives a recovery packet (i.e., a packet not from its tree parent), 
it forwards it down its usual subtree, and also up to its tree parent. This process 
recurses and a single RF recovery packet is sufficient for recovering the entire affected 
subtree. 
In our implementation, RF packets are sent only if a node has sufficient spare 
bandwidth after it forwards packets on the primary data path. The forwarding prob-
ability/3 to each mesh neighbor is a configurable parameter, and is set based on the 
number of mesh neighbors k a node has, and the amount of extra data overhead 
(due to randomized forwarding) that the node is willing to incur. In our implementa-
tion, we assume that we would like proactive randomized forwarding to utilize all the 
spare bandwidth that is currently available after accounting for bandwidth used up 
for transmissions on the primary tree data path. Thus, we calculate the bandwidth 
consumption of RF as RFBW = B — TreeB, where TreeB is calculated based on the 
aggregate tree traffic that it is expected to forward to its current tree children (i.e., 
its primary tree data path). Assuming that the spare bandwidth is shared equally 
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among the mesh neighbors, we calculate (3 — RFBW/(S * k), where S is the stream 
rate. 
Mesh recovery (MR) [Reactive] Mesh recovery systems also augment the pri-
mary tree-backbone with a mesh. Blocks are "pushed" down the tree links (as in a 
regular tree protocol), and missing blocks are "pulled" from mesh neighbors (as in a 
regular mesh protocol). In each case, the tree and mesh components are maintained 
and used as described in the base mechanism descriptions, except for the following 
differences. 
In normal operation, no blocks are advertised and no blocks are exchanged among 
mesh neighbors. MR piggybacks the buffer advertisement message on the heartbeat 
sent every h (typically h — 1) sees to keep the mesh neighbor connections alive. When 
a node realizes that a block from (one of) its parent(s) is overdue, it requests the block 
from a mesh neighbor that has the block. If it has no recent buffer advertisements from 
the mesh neighbors, then it sends a block advertisement to all of its mesh neighbors, 
who respond with their own block advertisements. 
As long as all blocks are delivered in a timely fashion within the tree, MR systems 
behave like a pure tree-based plane, except that a small overhead is being incurred 
for maintaining mesh neighbors. When a node misses a block in the tree, then after 
at most one round-trip time, the node and its neighbors have the same information 
as they would in a pure mesh-based data plane. As a result, the behavior of MR 
systems approach that of a pure-tree based data plane under low loss or churn, but 
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their behavior reverts to that of a pure mesh-based data plane under high loss or 
churn. 
We observed that in contrast to the pure mesh-based data planes, the maximum 
number of neighbors u should not be proportional to the a node's total forwarding 
bandwidth. Instead, it should be proportional to the residual bandwidth available for 
mesh traffic. That is, u = \k*MeshB/S\ neighbors, where MeshB = B — TreeB and 
TreeB is calculated based on the aggregate tree traffic that it is expected to forward 
to its current tree children. However, using a uniform node degree of k neighbors 
irrespective of the node's forwarding bandwidth fairs almost as well. This is because, 
if nodes accept up to the maximum number of tree children its upstream bandwidth 
permits, then MeshB/S < 1, and consequently u = k. 
Source Coding A range of different coding schemes such as Reed Solomon Codes [9], 
Digital Fountain codes [12], multi-descriptive codes [37] have been used (or proposed) 
by different systems [15,63]. Each coding scheme has a pre-defined overhead that 
inflates the stream bandwidth. This overhead is proportional to the erasure tolerance 
of the scheme (how many packets can be lost before there is loss in signal), processing 
overhead (order of the computation at the source and especially receivers) and de-
coding latency (how many packets must be received before decoding can commence). 
Unfortunately, the wide variety of codes in terms of overhead, decoding latency, and 
processing requirements (and for some codes, their availability) rendered it infeasible 
for us to experiment with specific implementations. Instead, in our experiments, we 
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simply report the number/fraction of bits received at each node without considering 
the ultimate decodability of the video stream. This means that systems that rely 
on source coding are not penalized (in terms of coding overhead) in our evaluation; 
further, we assume that the decoding algorithm is able to extract useful information 
from every received bit. 
Combining recovery strategies Many systems, for instance PRM [4] combine 
multiple of these recovery strategies, and must choose how spare bandwidth is allo-
cated to these different recovery schemes. 
We prioritize the other recovery schemes in the following order: ephemeral for-
warding (EF) is given the highest priority, followed by mesh recovery (MR), and 
finally randomized forwarding (RF). EF has the highest priority since the data items 
recovered via EF will be pushed down the primary data delivery path and can poten-
tially assist multiple nodes (the entire disconnected subtree). MR is guaranteed to 
assist at least one node (whereas RF is not), and hence MR has higher priority than 
RF. 
4.6 Common primitives 
We conclude with a description of functions that are shared among all data plane 
implementations. 
Heartbeats In each data plane, overlay neighbors exchange heartbeat messages 
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every h seconds (typically h = 1). However, if another control message or data 
message has been sent to a neighbor during the last h seconds, then the heartbeat 
message is suppressed, since the message counts as an implicit heartbeat. If a node 
has not heard from its neighbor for t * h seconds (typically, t = 4), it presumes the 
neighbor has failed and it initiates an anycast operation to locate a new neighbor. 
Dynamic estimation of available forwarding bandwidth As described in the 
previous sections, the number of tree- or mesh neighbors a node accepts is based on 
the forwarding bandwidth available for data traffic (i.e., B). Therefore, nodes have 
to account for their control traffic in order to compute the available bandwidth for 
data. 
Each node's control bandwidth usage is measured periodically (typically every 5 
sec) and rounded to an integral multiple of 4 kbps (i.e., 1% of a 400 kbps stream data 
rate). A node periodically adjusts its estimate of B based on the measured control 
traffic. 
Uplink bandwidth sharing Our network emulator multiplexes transmissions 
from multiple flows over the same network link in a round-robin fashion at a gran-
ularity of 1500 bytes (i.e., typical IP MTU). Since the emulator does not model 
TCP/UDP level packet dynamics, the round robin scheduler is intended to approxi-
mate the behavior of multiple TCP connections sharing the node's uplink. 
Using exponential backoff in anycast retry mechanism All anycasts made 
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by data planes, be it for establishing parents in tree-based, or establishing a mesh 
neighbor in mesh-based and hybrid systems are done using exponential backoff in 
their retry mechanism. This shields the control plane from a congestion collapse that 
could result in a scenario where anycasts fail due to the lack of sufficient resources 
(e.g. when operating at RI < 1). 
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Chapter 5 
Evaluation of the SAAR control plane 
In this chapter, we evaluate the SAAR control plane. We conclude our findings with 
respect to SAAR in Section 5.6. 
We begin with a description of the experimental setup. With the exception of the 
Planetlab [68] experiments in Section 6.9, we use Modelnet [83] to emulate wide-area 
delay and bandwidth in a cluster of PCs connected by Gigabit Ethernet, each with 
a 2.6 Ghz CPU and 4 GB of main memory. We chose Modelnet because it allows a 
meaningful comparison of various systems and protocols, as we can deterministically 
reproduce the network conditions for each experiment. 
Using up to 25 physical cluster nodes, we emulate a network with 250 stubs. (The 
Modelnet core ran on a separate cluster node.) The delays among the stubs were 
randomly chosen from the King [41] data set of measured Internet delay data. Four 
client nodes are attached to each stub network for a total of 1000 client nodes. The 
client nodes are connected via 1 ms links to their respective stubs. Neither the access 
links nor the stub network were the bottleneck in any of the experiments. Similarly, 
we ensured that the CPU was not saturated during the experiments on any of the 
cluster nodes. 
We emulated overlays of 250-900 virtual nodes. To emulate an overlay of size 
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n, we randomly selected n client nodes to participate in the overlay. The forwarding 
capacity (as defined in Section 4.2) of virtual nodes was limited via their node degrees. 
The node degrees are heterogeneous and follow the measured distribution from the 
Sripanidkulchai et al. study of live streaming workloads [76]. 
However, we use a minimum node degree of one in the experiments to ensure that 
some forwarding capacity is always available during random node joins and depar-
tures. Also, we impose a maximum degree cap to achieve a given mean Resource Index 
(RI), where mean RI is the ratio of the total supply of bandwidth to the total demand 
for bandwidth. Unless stated otherwise, we use degree caps of (MIN=1,MAX=6) to 
achieve a mean RI=1.75. The degree distribution after enforcing the caps is as fol-
lows: approximately 76.85% of degree 1, 9.5 % of degree 2, 0.34% each of degree 3, 
4 and 5, and 12.4% of degree 6. Unless stated otherwise, the multicast source had a 
degree of 5. 
In the Modelnet experiments, we streamed data from a single source node at a 
constant rate of 32 Kbps. We chose this low rate to reduce the load on the Modelnet 
emulation. This does not affect the results, since we are interested in control efficiency 
and its impact on the quality of the data streams. Since the streaming rate is identical 
in all systems and we are primarily interested in control overhead, we exclude data 
packets when measuring message overheads. We evaluate the performance of the 
various systems using the metrics described in Table 5.1. 
In all experiments, a single SAAR control overlay is used that includes all partici-
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Channel Join Delay 
Tree Depth 
Continuity Index 
Datastream Gap 
Node Stress 
The delay from the instant a node joins a multicast event until it receives 
90% of the stream rate. 
The depth of a node in the dissemination tree. 
The fraction of the unique data packets streamed during a node's member-
ship that were received by the node. 
The time during which a node fails to receive data due to the departure of 
a node in the data plane. 
Total number of control messages (not data messages) sent and received per 
second, per node. 
Table 5.1 : Evaluation metrics. 
pating nodes, irrespective of their data overlay membership. We use a single spanning 
tree per SAAR group in scenarios without control overlay churn, and two trees per 
group otherwise. Since we are mainly interested in evaluating SAAR's relative agility 
and efficiency in selecting overlay neighbors, we assume that departures from the 
data overlay use explicit leave notifications. However, for control overlay churn, we 
pessimistically assume that control overlay departures are abrupt. 
All reported results are the averages of at least 2 runs. Error bars, where shown, 
indicate the minimal and maximal measured values for each data point. In cases 
where no error bars are shown in the plots, the deviation among the runs was within 
3 % . , • . . ' . • 
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5.1 Effectiveness of the SAAR anycast 
Our first set of experiments evaluate the performance of SAAR's anycast primitive. 
No data was streamed in these experiments. 
Locality-awareness: We evaluate the anycast primitive's ability to find peers with 
low delay. We run SAAR with a traversal threshold t of _L and 2, respectively. To 
isolate the effects of using NPS coordinates during tree traversal, we evaluate SAAR 
with and without NPS coordinates (SAAR-NO-NPS), and compare its performance 
against a centralized system where peers are chosen either randomly (CENTRAL-
Random) or using NPS coordinates (CENTRAL-NPS). CENTRAL-Global reflects 
the optimal greedy peer selection based on global knowledge. 
We use a 250 node overlay and 10 groups. Peers subscribe to each group with a 
probability of 0.1, resulting in an expected group size of 25 peers. Figure 5.1 shows 
that SAAR's ability to select nearby peers comes close to that of a centralized solution 
that uses NPS coordinates. Using NPS in the tree traversal significantly improves the 
results, though even the result without NPS (corresponding to a plain Scribe anycast) 
is significantly better than random peer selection. 
Load awareness: Next, we evaluate SAAR's ability to quickly select peers with 
available bandwidth under conditions with a low Resource Index (RI), where there 
are few nodes with spare bandwidth. Figure 5.2 compares SAAR with a centralized 
peer selection service, while building a single-tree data overlay of N = 350 nodes. The 
centralized peer selection service was placed on a node such that the average delay 
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to the remaining nodes in the underlying 250-node stub network was minimized. 
We experimented with RI=1.01, in which all nodes have exactly degree 1, (except 
the source, which has degree 5) and another setting of RI=1.23 with degree cap 
(MIN=1,MAX=2). Even under the harsh RI=1.01 setting, SAAR anycast can select 
a peer within 1 second in 90% of the cases. This is because SAAR's anycast tree 
traversal prunes subtrees with no capacity based on aggregated information. When 
a moderate amount of spare bandwidth is available (RI=1.23), 78% of the anycast 
response times are even lower than those of the centralized server, because SAAR's 
anycast can usually find a peer by contacting a node that is closer than that server. 
During the experiment, the average/median/99th percentile number of tree nodes 
visited during an anycast was 3.2, 3, and 4 with RI=1.01, and 2.3, 2, and 4 with 
RI=1.23. The 95th percentile and the maximum of the total message overhead during 
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the experiment was less than 4 msgs/sec and 18 msgs/sec, respectively with RI=1.01: 
it was less than 3 msg/sec and 12 msgs/sec with RI=1.23. The maxima were reached 
at the root node of the group tree in each case. 
Tree depth optimization: The next experiment shows that SAAR anycast can 
optimize for metrics like tree depth effectively. We compare the achieved tree depth 
with that of a centralized membership server. 250 nodes join a channel over a period 
of 120 seconds. We set the maximum tree traversal threshold t — 4. During the 
traversal, we use aggregated state variables to prune subtrees in which the depth of 
the minimum depth peer with available capacity is greater than the best choice we 
have so far. Figure 5.3 shows that the tree depths resulting from using SAAR anycast 
are almost as good as those obtained with the centralized server. For comparison, we 
also included the result for the case when SAAR is being used without an objective 
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function to minimize tree depth. Moreover, the anycasts had low traversal overhead. 
The 95th percentile and the maximum of the total message overhead during this 
experiment was less than 3 msgs/sec and 34 msgs/sec, respectively. 
In summary, the decentralized SAAR control plane can effectively and efficiently 
select nearby nodes, nodes with spare capacity, and select nodes subject to metrics 
like tree depth. 
Control overheads: Next, we present results of a simple analysis of SAAR's control 
overhead. Assume that we construct a SAAR overlay with N nodes using base-A; 
routing in the underlying Pastry network. State variables are propagated once every 
second. There are G groups in the system, and the average group size is g. Define 
T — g * G * logfc AT; T is an upper bound on the number of edges in all the control 
trees in the system. 
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The aggregation analysis considers two cases (when T < kN and when T > kN). 
If T < kN, then an upper bound on the average number of control messages sent and 
received per node per second due to state aggregation 5 = 2 * ^ . I f T > kN, then 
S = 2 * (k — 1) * logfc jj. Now let, on average, there be a ariycasts per second per 
group in the system. The upper bound on the average number of anycast messages 
per node per second is simply 2 * og£ * a * G. 
Consider a large system with 106 nodes, a small number of large groups (ten 
groups of 105) and many small groups (105 groups of ten) in a SAAR overlay with 
k = 16. For an average node, the aggregation overhead in this case is no more than 
20 msgs/sec. Even if we assume that each group turns over every 5 minutes, then the 
anycast overhead is less than | msgs/sec for the average node. 
In another configuration, assume that every node is a member of one group. Ir-
respective of the size distribution of the groups, g * G = N. Here, the average aggre-
gation overhead is no more than 10 msg/sec and the corresponding anycast overhead 
is less than ~ msg/sec in this case. 
These results are consistent with our measured average node stress results. We 
note that the stress at nodes near the root of a control tree are significantly higher 
than average in our implementation. To some extent, this is inherent in any tree-
based control structure. The difference between maximal and average node stress 
could be reduced by limiting the degree of nodes, at the expense of somewhat deeper 
trees. Also, the node stress tends to balance as the number of groups in the same 
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SAAR overlay increases, because the group tree roots (and thus the nodes near the 
root) are chosen randomly. 
5.2 SAAR for single-tree data plane 
Next, we show the benefits of using the SAAR control overlay in the design of a 
single-tree CEM (as described in Section 4.2). We compare the performance of the 
native single-tree ESM system [19] with a modified implementation of ESM using 
SAAR. 
350 nodes join a single-tree CEM and continue to leave/rejoin the multicast chan-
nel with an exponentially distributed mean session time of 2 minutes and a minimum 
of 15 seconds. To achieve a large rnean group size, the nodes rejoin the same multi-
cast channel after an offline period of 10 sec. The experiment lasts for 1 hour. We 
compare the performance of four systems below. All systems attempt to minimize 
the tree depths while locating parents. 
Native-ESM: We use ESM [19] as an example of a single-tree CEM based on an 
unstructured overlay. A single overlay is used for control and data. The overlay is 
optimized for data dissemination; state information is disseminated epidemically to 
enable peer selection. 
Scribe: We use Scribe [16] as an example of a single-tree CEM based on a structured 
overlay. A single overlay is used for control and data. Scribe's standard pushdown 
policy is used to enforce the degree bounds at the intermediate nodes in the Scribe 
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tree [16]. 
SAAR-ESM: A version of ESM that uses a shared SAAR overlay for control. Nodes 
remain in the SAAR control overlay with an exponentially distributed session time 
with a mean of 30 minutes, for the experiment duration. As before, peers switch 
between data overlays with mean session time of 2 minutes and a minimum of 15 
seconds. As our results show, nodes have an incentive to remain in the control plane 
longer than in any particular data channel, because it enables them to join and switch 
between channels much faster while the overhead is very low. 
SAAR-ESM-Unshared: To isolate the benefits of a more stable control plane 
membership, we make nodes join/leave the SAAR control overlay whenever they 
join/leave a multicast group in this system. Otherwise, the system is identical to 
SAAR-ESM. 
Figure 5.4 shows the results of our experiments. Among all systems, SAAR-ESM 
achieves easily the best results for join delay, continuity and node stress. SAAR-ESM-
Unshared appears to beat SAAR-ESM in terms of tree depth. This comparison turns 
out to be misleading, however, because the average steady-state group size achieved 
by SAAR-ESM-Unshared during the experiment is only 55% that of SAAR-ESM's, 
due to the large difference in join delays in combination with churn. The average 
group sizes in the experiment are 225 (Native-ESM), 180 (Scribe), 290 (SAAR-ESM) 
and 160 (SAAR-ESM-Unshared), respectively. 
The long tail in the SAAR-ESM join delay distribution corresponds to the initial 
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Figure 5.4 : Single-tree CEM performance 
joins when a node is not yet a member of the control overlay. Subsequent joins 
exhibit very low join delay: 99.8% of such joins had a delay of less than 1.5 sec. 
Native-ESM exhibits higher join delay and a lower continuity index than SAAR-
ESM. Additional results (not shown) show that this gap widens with higher churn or 
larger groups. This is because in Native-ESM, state information propagates slowly, 
causing increasing staleness as churn or group size increases. 
The results confirm earlier observations that Scribe exhibits deep trees and rela-
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tively high join delay under churn or when the node capacities are heterogeneous [7]. 
One reason is that the overlay structure imposes constraints on the data plane, result-
ing in Scribe pushdown being the norm rather than the exception. Another reason 
is that churn disrupts the coupled control and data overlay in Scribe. The combined 
effect is higher tree repair time, which leads to a poor continuity index. 
The node stress incurred by SAAR-ESM is generally lowest among all systems, 
except for a longer tail. (The tail is a result of higher node stress near the top of the 
group tree.) This result indicates that the overall reduction in control churn in the 
shared SAAR overlay more than outweighs the additional overhead for maintaining 
a separate control overlay. 
Comparing SAAR-ESM and SAAR-ESM-unshared confirms that a shared control 
overlay leads to lower join delays, better continuity and reduced node stress. Even 
SAAR-ESM-Unshared, however, yields dramatically better continuity than Native-
ESM and Scribe. This speaks to the power of the SAAR anycast primitive, indepen-
dent of the control plane sharing. 
We believe that shielding the control plane from churn due to channel switching, as 
provided by a shared SAAR control overlay, is a critical optimization for applications 
like IPTV [43]. There, join and switching delays are very important and users switch 
among channels much more frequently than they start/stop their IPTV application. 
Lower Membership Churn: We repeated the previous experiment with a mean 
session time of 5 minutes. Figure 5.5 compares the join delays and the continuity 
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index of SAAR-ESM and Native-ESM. The join delays in Native-ESM improved 
significantly, with a 75th percentile of 15 sec. For SAAR-ESM, as before, 99.8% of 
joins where a node was already a part of the SAAR overlay completed within 1.5 sees. 
However, as compared to the results in Figure 5.4, the tail is thicker because a greater 
fraction of joins incur the initial control overlay join delay, since the ratio of the data 
overlay session time to the control overlay session time (i.e mean of 30 minutes as 
before) is higher. The continuity index of Native-ESM also improved significantly, 
with a 75th percentile of over 90. For SAAR-ESM, the 98th percentile continuity 
index improved to over 98. 
These results show that Native-ESM, which was not designed for very high mem-
bership churn, performs well under less severe membership dynamics. However, even 
under these conditions, SAAR lends ESM significantly better performance. 
Control overlay churn: We also evaluated SAAR-ESM with different levels of 
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churn in the control overlay, and with one or two spanning trees per SAAR group. 
Even at a mean control overlay session time of only 5 minutes (exponential dis-
tribution) and an overlay size of 350 nodes, using 2 trees per group yields anycast 
performance comparable to that of a single tree with no overlay churn. An exception 
are join events that involve a control overlay join: consistent with the results in Fig-
ure 5.4(a), these have a noticeably higher join delay. The overhead doubles when two 
trees are used, but the average overhead is still modest at 10 messages/second/node. 
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Figure 5.6 : Flash crowds: single-tree CEM 
Flash crowds: A group of 350 nodes join an event within 15 seconds, and remain in 
the group for 15 minutes. For SAAR-ESM, the nodes are already part of the control 
overlay when the experiment starts. 
Figure 5.6 compares the join delays and the tree depth of SAAR-ESM and Native-
ESM. SAAR-ESM is able to connect nodes to the data overlay quickly: the 90th 
percentile of the join delay distribution is less than 4 sees. The corresponding 90th 
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percentile for Native-ESM is more than 8 sees. SAAR-ESM is able to maintain low 
tree depths, with an 80th percentile of 7 and a maximum of 8. For comparison, in 
Native-ESM, the 80th percentile and the maximum tree depths are both 8. In SAAR-
ESM, 90% of nodes have a stress of less than 3, while Native-ESM has an average 
node stress of 21. 
These results show that SAAR's anycast primitive yields significantly lower join 
delay and lower overhead than Native-ESM under flash crowd conditions, while main-
taining comparable tree depth. 
Scalability: We compare SAAR-ESM with a version that uses a centralized mem-
bership service. We use data overlays of sizes 54, 180, 540 and 900 nodes, all at a 
mean data session time of 2 minutes (exponential distribution) and a minimum of 
15 sees. In SAAR-ESM, all nodes join the control overlay before the start of the 
experiment and remain in the overlay during the experiment. 
The centralized membership service handled 50, 177, 662, 1084 messages/second 
at the various overlay sizes, showing an expected linear increase in the load. Due 
to the resulting bottleneck, the 90th percentile peer selection delays of the central 
membership service increases as 750 ms, 1.1 sec, 2.4 sec, 18 sec, respectively, for the 
different overlay sizes. For SAAR-ESM, the 90th percentile anycast delay increases 
from 600ms at 54 nodes to only 1.2 seconds at 900 nodes. The average continuity 
index achieved with the centralized membership service and SAAR-ESM at a group 
size of 900 was 80.3 and 97.6, respectively. This clearly demonstrates the scalability 
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of the SAAR control plane. 
In summary, the results clearly show that SAAR's efficient anycast primitive yields 
ESM superior join delays, better content delivery quality, increased robustness to 
churn and increased scalability. Moreover, the shared SAAR control overlay dramat-
ically reduces join delays and increases efficiency by reducing membership churn in 
the control plane. Additionally, these benefits are realized at a lower overhead than 
Native-ESM and Scribe. Comparing the SAAR-ESM with the native ESM system, we 
have shown that using a decoupled, shared control plane can achieve the best of both 
data dissemination quality and control efficiency. SAAR is effective in constructing 
high quality data overlays under flash crowd scenarios and high data overlay dynam-
ics, while tolerating control plane churn. Finally, unlike a centralized membership 
service, the decentralized design of SAAR allows it to support data overlays of large 
size. 
5.3 SAAR for multi-tree data plane 
To show the effectiveness of SAAR in supporting multi-tree data planes, we have im-
plemented a prototype multi-tree CEM based on SAAR (as described in Section 4.3). 
We use five data stripe trees per data overlay. 350 nodes with heterogeneous degree 
distribution (mean RI=1.23 and degree caps MIN=1,MAX=2) join the control over-
lay in the first 10 minutes, and then join the data overlay in the next 5 minutes. They 
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Figure 5.7 : SAAR multi-tree CEM performance 
remain in the data overlay for another 10 minutes, and then continue to leave/rejoin 
the data overlay with a mean session time of 2 minutes (exponential distribution) and 
a minimum of 15 seconds for the remainder of the experiment. To achieve a large 
instantaneous group size, nodes re-join the same data overlay 10 seconds after leaving. 
Nodes do not depart from the control overlay during the experiment, which lasted 
for approximately one hour. We show that SAAR can effectively balance resources 
among the stripe trees despite constrained resources and heterogeneous node degrees. 
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We also measure the resulting join delay, continuity index and control overhead. 
Figure 5.7(a) shows the instantaneous group size, as well as the minimum and 
the maximum of the total forwarding resources among the stripes. The minimum 
resources are always above the demand, i.e., the group size. The fluctuations in 
stripe resources result from membership churn. For instance, when a node of degree 
6 leaves, the capacity in its primary stripe drops by 6 * 5 = 30 units. In all cases, 
however, the imbalance is quickly rectified due to the adaptive primary stripe selection 
policy for newly joining nodes. 
Figure 5.7(b) plots, for each data sequence number, the minimum number of 
stripes that 95% of the nodes are able to receive. Every second, the multicast source 
increments the sequence number. For each sequence number, there are 5 data packets 
generated, one for each stripe. Thus, a value of 4 stripes received means that 95% of 
the nodes are able to receive 4 or more stripes. 
Figure 5.7(c) shows the CDF of the join delay of nodes, reflecting how long it took 
to receive data on different numbers of stripes. Assuming that receiving 4 out of 5 
stripes is sufficient to construct the full data stream (e.g. using redundant coding like 
MDC/Erasure coding), the 95th percentile join delay is 2.6 seconds. 
Figure 5.7(d) shows the CDF of the continuity index among the nodes, calculated 
with respect to the fraction of data bytes received on all stripes. The average continu-
ity index observed was 99.1. The average node stress (not shown) on the control plane 
while supporting the multi-tree data overlay is low, with 90% of the nodes handling 
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less than 4 msgs/sec and a maximum node stress of 90 msgs/sec. 
We also performed experiments with a higher RI=1.75 and a resulting wider range 
of node degrees (MIN=1, MAX=6). The results are virtually identical, with a 95th 
percentile join delay for acquiring 4 out of 5 stripes of 2.2 seconds and an average 
continuity index of 99.2. 
We conclude that SAAR can effectively support a multi-tree data plane design. 
SAAR can ensure resource balance among the interior-node-disjoint stripe trees in 
heterogeneous environments. As a result, the resulting CEM system simultaneously 
realizes the benefits of performance optimized data overlays and the benefits of a 
multi-tree design in terms of tolerance to loss and membership churn. 
5.4 SAAR for mesh-based data plane 
We now evaluate a prototype mesh-based swarming CEM based on SAAR (as de-
scribed in Section 4.4). We stripe content into 1 second blocks. Once every second, 
neighbors exchange their block availability within a sliding window of blocks covering 
60 seconds. 
350 nodes with a heterogeneous degree distribution (mean RI=1.23 and degree 
caps MIN=1,MAX=2) join the control overlay in the first 10 minutes, and then join 
the data overlay in the next 5 minutes. They remain in the data overlay for another 
10 minutes and then continue to leave/rejoin the data overlay with a mean session 
time of 2 minutes (exponential distribution) for the remainder of the experiment. 
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We enforce a minimum session time of 60 seconds to allow them to fill their initial 
buffer worth of 60 sees. To achieve a large instantaneous group size, nodes re-join the 
same data overlay 10 sees after leaving. Nodes do not depart from the control overlay 
during the experiment, which ran for approximately one hour. 
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Figure 5.8 : SAAR mesh-based CEM performance 
Figure 5.8 shows the CDF of the continuity index, and the distribution of overlay 
hops taken per block in the mesh. The average continuity index is 91.6. The average 
control node stress (not shown) is low, with 90% of the nodes handling less than 3 
msg/sec and a maximum node stress of 80 msgs/sec. Note that the join delay in 
mesh-based systems is dominated by the size of the sliding block window, 60 sees in 
this case. 
We also performed experiments with degree caps of (MIN=1, MAX=6, RI=1.75). 
Here, the average continuity index improved to 96.8, while the distribution of overlay 
hops was similar. 
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An additional experiment matches a configuration reported in published results 
for Coolstreaming [93]. 150 nodes with homogeneous node degrees and RI=1.25 are 
part of the SAAR control overlay and join a data channel within 1 min. At a mean 
data overlay session time (exponentially distributed) of 50/100/200 sec, we measured 
an average continuity index of 89, 94 and 98, respectively. The corresponding results 
reported for Coolstreaming are 89, 91 and 94, respectively. Thus, our implementation 
appears to perform on par with Coolstreaming. However, differences in the exper-
imental conditions (Modelnet vs. Planetlab, RI=1.25 vs. unspecified RI, 32 Kbps 
vs. 500 Kbps streaming rate) do not support a stronger conclusion. In summary, our 
results show that SAAR can support mesh-based swarming CEMs effectively. 
5.5 Planetlab experiments 
To demonstrate that our SAAR-ESM prototype can realize its benefits when deployed 
in the Internet, we performed an additional experiment in the Planetlab testbed. We 
use a single-tree CEM with a streaming data rate of 100 Kbps. Approximately 125 
nodes (chosen randomly across all continents among nodes that had reasonable load 
averages) join a channel in the first 2 minutes and then continue to leave/rejoin 
the channel with a mean session time (exponential distribution) of 2 minutes and 
a minimum of 15 seconds, for an experiment duration of 15 minutes. The node-
degree distribution was heterogeneous and used caps of (MIN=1,MAX=6), RI=1.75 
In SAAR-ESM, the nodes are part of the control overlay at the start of the experi-
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ment, and they do not depart the control overlay during the experiment. Two group 
spanning trees were used in SAAR to mitigate the effects of excessive scheduling 
delays due to high loads on Planetlab machines, which can affect anycast response 
times. 
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Figure 5.9 : Planetlab single-tree CEM performance 
Figure 5.9 compares SAAR-ESM and Native-ESM with respect to join delay and 
continuity index. SAAR-ESM has a 90th percentile join delay and tree repair time 
(not shown) of 2.5 seconds, which results in good continuity indices. Under high 
churn, Native-ESM is not able to locate neighbors fast enough. Therefore, it suffers 
from higher join delay and tree repair times, which result in a lower continuity index. 
The absolute results obtained with SAAR-ESM on Planetlab are not as good as in 
Modelnet, although the same trends hold. In absolute terms, the 90th percentile any-
cast response time in one group spanning tree increased from 500 msec in Modelnet 
to 3.5 seconds on Planetlab, although the number of anycast hops taken was similar. 
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The continuity indices decreased accordingly. We traced the cause to excessive pro-
cessing delays on Planetlab nodes, where the 50th and 90th percentile load averages1 
were approximately 10 and 20, respectively. Planetlab is a shared testbed infrastruc-
ture that tends to be heavily oversubscribed. We believe that most deployments in 
the Internet would likely encounter less loaded nodes, and thus achieve results much 
closer to our Modelnet results. 
Native-ESM appears to be less sensitive to the excessive scheduling delays in 
Planetlab than SAAR-ESM. The likely reason is its proactive epidemic membership 
protocol, which maintains a list of multiple candidate neighbor nodes at all times. 
SAAR-ESM could implement an optimization that would have a similar effect: cache 
the results of previous anycasts and attempt to use nodes on this list while starting 
a new anycast in parallel. We have not yet implemented this optimization, since we 
are not convinced it is necessary in most practical deployments. 
5.6 Conclusions 
We presented SAAR, a shared control overlay for CEM systems. SAAR separates the 
control mechanism from the policy of peer selection in CEM systems. By factoring out 
the control plane into a separate overlay network, SAAR enables powerful and efficient 
peer selection, while avoiding constraints on the structure of the data dissemination 
overlay. Moreover, once decoupled, the control overlay can be shared among many 
l5 minute average as reported by 'uptime' 
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data overlay instances. This sharing increases efficiency and dramatically reduces the 
delay for joining a channel or switching between channels, which is critical for IPTV. 
SAAR's anycast primitive locates appropriate data overlay neighbors based on a 
constraint and an objective function. The primitive can be used to build and maintain 
a variety of data overlay organizations. We evaluated a prototype implementation of 
S AAR experimentally. The results show that SAAR can effectively support single-
tree, multi-tree, and mesh-based data plane organizations. Its control efficiency allows 
it to achieve rapid channel join/switching and high content dissemination quality at 
low overhead, even under high churn and at large scale. 
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Chapter 6 
Empirical comparison of CEM data planes 
In this chapter, we empirically evaluate CEM data plane design choices. We start by 
describing the methodology we adopt to enable a fair comparison of different data 
plane design choices. We then describe the experimental setup, followed by different 
experiments we conducted to expose the inherent tradeoffs of different data plane 
designs. 
6.1 Methodology 
The overall performance of a CEM system depends on the efficiency of both the 
control mechanism for overlay maintenance and the technique for data dissemination 
in the data plane. Each different CEM protocol in the literature has its own control 
plane, making it difficult to understand the performance of the proposed data plane. 
In order to enable a fair comparison of data plane design choices, we must (ideally) 
ensure that the systems use identical control and transport protocols. 
Our goal is to present a realistic evaluation that neutralizes the effect of the control 
plane without affecting data plane performance. In order to compare competing data 
plane design choices without bias, we use SAAR (Chapter 3) as a tool to factor 
out and provide identical control. SAAR as a common control plane allows us to 
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isolate the data plane performance. Our approach enables us to compare different 
approaches without bias, since the control protocol used by each scheme is exactly the 
same, and all other parameters (control latency, network topology, queuing behavior, 
host behavior) are identical. 
The decentralized SAAR control plane was developed exclusively as an efficient 
control mechanism (not in conjunction with any data plane). However, it may still 
introduce an unintended bias in favor of a particular data plane structure. Hence, we 
also experiment with an centralized control plane with perfect knowledge and having 
a configurable anycast response time, which accounts for any biases introduced by 
SAAR. Varying the configurable response time of the centralized server enables us 
to vary the efficiency of the control mechanism and infer the extent to which CEMs 
depend upon the efficiency of the underlying control mechanisms. It enables us to 
understand how control efficiency influences data plane design. 
6.2 Experimental setup 
We performed experiments using the FreePastry [33] network emulator and on Plan-
etLab [68]. Unless otherwise noted, the results reported here are from the emulator 
since it allowed us to explore many configurations and parameters, including system 
sizes up to 10,000 nodes. 
Emulated network In our emulations, we assume that the network core is well 
provisioned, that bottlenecks occur only on the access links at the edge of the network, 
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and that the upstream link (rather than the downstream link) at the edge of the 
network limits the available bandwidth. A backbone network connects 500 stub nodes 
with unlimited bandwidth and with pair-wise delays drawn from the King [41] data 
set of measured Internet delay data. That delay set has a mean one-way delay of 79 
ms. Each end node is connected to a randomly selected stub using a dedicated access 
link with 1 ms delay and infinite downstream bandwidth. The network emulator 
modelsunreliable packet delivery via IP, but does not model TCP/UDP transport 
level effects. 
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Figure 6.1 : Upstream bandwidths and RI assignment 
Upstream bandwidth distributions We assigned upstream bandwidths to the 
access links using an empirical distribution, measured by the Monarch [27] project. 
The distribution is based on measurements of 1894 residential broadband hosts in 
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Stream rate (kbps) 437 400 350 300 262 
Resulting RI 1.2 1.31 1.5 1.75 2.0 
Table 6.1 : Stream rates and resulting RIs (Monarch distribution) 
Europe and North America; the average (median) upstream bandwidth is 525 (381) 
kbps, respectively. We use different stream rates (see Table 6.1) to achieve a given 
resource index RI (i.e., the ratio of total supply of upstream bandwidth to the total 
demand for bandwidth). 
Figure 6.1 shows the Monarch upstream bandwidth distribution and the resulting 
node RI distribution when using a stream rate of 400 kbps (node RI is a node's 
upstream bandwidth normalized by the stream rate). 
In all experiments, the multicast source has an upstream bandwidth that is five 
v 
times the stream rate. 
Session time We model different rates of churn in the group membership by 
varying the session time, i.e., the average time for which a node remains subscribed 
to a group. Session times are chosen from an exponential distribution with a mean 
of S seconds and a minimum of 1 second. We present results with S = 120 seconds 
and S = 300 seconds. Also, to maintain a large instantaneous group size, nodes 
re-join the same channel 15 sec after leaving. The chosen session time distribution is 
consistent with findings from a recent analysis of an IPTV system [18], which shows 
that most sessions are short due to surfing, and a small proportion of sessions last 
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tens of minutes, yielding a heavy-tailed session time distribution. 
Packet loss rate We model packet loss (e.g., due to congestion caused by com-
peting traffic at the access links and in the network core), using an exponential dis-
tribution with a mean loss rate of I: We experimented with values for I of 0, 1, 3, and 
5%. 
Control plane All data planes use the SAAR control plane to acquire overlay 
neighbors. At the start of the experiment, a node joins the shared control plane, 
and then joins data channels for a time determined by the session time distribution. 
We pessimistically assume that nodes leave a data channel abruptly (i.e., without 
notifying their overlay neighbors). Nodes use a timeout of four seconds to declare an 
unresponsive data overlay neighbor as dead and then use a SAAR anycast to replace 
the dead neighbor. 
Nodes remain in the shared SAAR control plane throughout our experiments. This 
is the intended usage for SAAR. When users switch channels, there is no need to leave 
the control plane. Even when a user stops watching channels, there is no need to leave 
the control plane, because membership in the control plane has very little overhead. 
In a real deployment, nodes sometimes leave the control plane involuntarily due to 
node or network failure. To account for this and other factors that could impair the 
performance of the control plane, we perform experiments with an artificially inflated 
anycast response time. This is achieved by using a centralized server with configurable 
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anycast response time as the common control plane. 
Other parameters A single source node publishes the content at intervals of 
p sec. Unless otherwise stated, the number of multi-tree stripes (5), minimal number 
of mesh neighbors k (5), swarming interval r (1 sec), swarming buffer size b (45 blocks) 
and various timeouts were set to reasonable values under the given conditions. All 
network emulation experiments were repeated 3 times with different random number 
generator seeds. Each reported datapoint is the mean of the measured values; we 
computed the 95% confidence intervals and they were extremely tight (within 1% of 
the mean in all cases). Therefore, they are not shown in the plots. 
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6.3 Streaming quality 
We first consider what proportion of the streamed content different data planes are 
able to deliver within a given time period. This proportion has a direct influence on 
the quality of the displayed video, because it determines how much of the streamed 
information is available to the player by the playout deadline. We use the following 
metric: 
T-continuity (T-C) For each session, T-C is the proportion of the streamed bits 
that have arrived at the receiving node within T seconds of their first transmission by 
the source. Assume the source generates independently decodable blocks once every 
w seconds. The instantaneous T-C measures what fraction of a block is available 
to a receiver T sees after the source finished transmitting the block. The parameter 
T can be interpreted as the lag with which a receiver plays out the stream. T-G 
specifies how much of the stream is available to the player for a given playout lag T. 
The expected T-continuity for a session is the mean of the instantaneous T-continuity 
values over the course of the session. 
In our first set of experiments, we use a group size of N = 1000, a stream rate 
of 350 kbps (which yields an RI = 1.5), a mean session time S = 300 sec and no 
packet loss. We use small data blocks (p = 40 ms) in tree-based systems (sT and mT) 
and large data blocks (p = 1 sec) in the mesh (i.e., pM). In the mesh, the swarming 
interval r = 1 sec and the swarming buffer size b = 45 blocks. 
Figure 6.2 shows the T-continuity as a function of the playout lag T. The mesh 
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(pM) achieves almost perfect continuity at a lag of 45 seconds. The tree-based data 
planes (sT, mT), on the other hand, cannot achieve a perfect T-C for any playout lag. 
sT maxes out at 80% T-continuity, mT at 95%. The primary reason is that churn 
affects pure tree-based systems. In an otherwise identical experiment without churn, 
mT achieves 99.9% continuity; sT achieves 85.6%, because it is resource-bound at 
RI = 1.5. At an RI = 1.75 and no churn, sT achieves 99.8%. 
The mesh requires a playout lag that is almost an order of magnitude higher 
than the tree-based data planes. This result shows a fundamental tradeoff between 
pure tree-based systems and pure swarming meshes: the former achieve low delay 
by pushing data along optimized distribution paths, but suffer when these paths 
are disrupted by churn. The latter route packets dynamically and opportunistically, 
which makes them less vulnerable to churn but incurs higher delays. 
Among the tree-based systems, the multi-tree achieves a higher T-continuity than 
the single-tree at a marginally higher lag. These experiments in addition to experi-
ments performed where the sT tree construction was feasible in no churn, (e.g. using a 
synthetic homogeneous bandwidth distribution where all nodes had RI=2.5), suggest 
mT's increased robustness to churn as compared to sT. Two factors contribute to this: 
(i) most node failures affects only one stripe and (ii).a failure tends to affect fewer 
nodes. Because most nodes contribute their entire forwarding bandwidth to a single 
stripe, their degree exceeds that of the same node in sT by a factor s, the number 
of stripes. Thus, the stripe trees are shallower and correspondingly more robust than 
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the corresponding single tree. This is because the expected number of nodes affected 
by the failure of a random node decreases as the average interior node degree in a 
tree increases. (Intuitively, the higher the average interior node degree, the shallower 
a tree which implies larger proportion of nodes are leaves or have few children.) This 
greater robustness to churn follows from the (mostly) interior-node-disjointedness of 
our multi-tree data plane. A multi-tree data plane that does not maintain this prop-
erty (e.g. Chunkyspread [84]) is not necessarily more robust to churn than a single 
tree (though it still achieves much better resource utilization than a single tree). 
We performed an experiment with 'mT-nind' (stands for 'n'on 'i'nterior 'n'ode 
'd'isjoint), a multi-tree system that does not try to build interior-node-disjoint stripe 
trees. In the same scenario as used in Figure 6.2, mT-nind maxes out at a T-continuity 
of only 86.9%, as compared to 95% of mT (i.e., interior-node-disjoint multi-tree). The 
cause as explained before was the deeper stripe trees in mT-nind (an average stripe 
tree depth of 8.5 in mT-nind, as compared to only 3.8 in mT) that are more vulnerable 
to churn. 
6.4 Join delay 
The delay required to join a given content channel is another important aspect of 
CEM performance. In IPTV, for instance, users expect to be able to switch between 
content channels rapidly. Thus, a GEM system suitable for IPTV must be able to join 
and start displaying the content of a channel quickly. We use the following metric to 
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evaluate join delay: 
T-Join delay Elapsed time between the instant when a node initiates the process 
of joining a charmnel to the instant when the node's instantaneous T-continuity first 
reaches a value within one standard deviation of the expected T-continuity over the 
course of a session. Given a desired playout lag of T seconds and the resulting 
expected T-continuity in steady state, this metric shows how long it takes a node to 
approach the steady state when joining a channel. 
Figure 6.3 shows the cumulative distribution of T-Join delays over all sessions. The 
results show that the join delays for the tree-based systems are an order of magnitude 
lower than those of the mesh. About 65% of the sT session have a join delay that 
is slightly less than that of mT. The reason is that unlike an sT node, which needs 
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to find one parent, an mT node needs to join several stripe trees in parallel, and the 
slowest of the join events contributes to the join delay. However, the remaining 35% 
of sT sessions had considerably longer join delay than mT. The reasons is that, given 
the relatively low RI in this experiment, these sT nodes have difficulty in finding a 
parent that has spare bandwidth. Note that at this RI=1.5, even in a scenario of no 
churn, all nodes could not establish parents. 
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6.5 Varying conditions 
We repeated the previous experiments at different stream rates (i.e., different amounts 
of available resources). Figure 6.4 shows the average T-Continuity for T = 75 sec 
as a function of the stream rate. We use T = 75 sec in contrast to T — Absec used 
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sT 
mT 
pM 
SAAR 
(81.8, 79.8) 
(99.1, 95.4) 
(99.9,99.9) 
C: 0.25 sec 
(81.7, 79.2) 
(98.9, 95.6) 
(99.9,99.9) 
C: 1 sec 
(79.8, 77.1) 
(98.1, 95.3) 
(99.9, 99.9) 
C: 2 sec 
(77,9, 75.2) 
(97.0, 94.1) 
(99.9, 99.9) 
C: 4sec 
(75.6,71.0) 
(94.6, 91.9) 
(99.9, 99.9) 
Table 6.2 : Average T-continuity (T = 45 sec) for varying control plane assump-
tions - SAAR and centralized control server C: d sec which introduces an additional 
delay of 'd' sec to incoming anycasts at the server side. The values (a,b) corre-
spond to using graceful departures (via explicit notifications) and abrupt departures 
(dead neighbor declaration after 4 sec) respectively. [N = 1000, S = 300,/ = 0,p = 
40 msec(sT,mT),p = 1 sec(pM),r = 1 sec, b = 45 blocks] 
earlier, since at low RI=1.2, pM does not reach its maximum continuity at a lag of 
T=45 sec, but almost (i.e., within 0.5% from the maximum) does so at T=75 sec. 
The results show that the pure mesh is virtually unaffected by the stream rate down 
to an RI of 1.2, mT declines somewhat below an RI of 1.5, while sT deteriorates 
rapidly below an RI of 1.75. The reason is that the data planes differ in their ability 
to utilize the available forwarding bandwidth, as explained in Section 2. Note that 
the trees cannot achieve perfect continuity even at an RI of 2.0—the reason is that 
pure trees (without any recovery) cannot achieve perfect continuity under churn. 
As in Section 6.3, we also performed experiments on 'mT-nind' (stands for 'n'on 
'i'nterior 'n'ode 'd'isjoint), the multi-tree system that does not attempt to build 
interior-node-disjoint stripe trees. In contrast to mT, mT-riind benefits much more 
(with respect to increased average T-continuity) with increased RI, since the average 
fanouts of the stripe trees improve resulting in shallower stripe trees that in turn are 
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more robust to churn. The average T-continuity of mT-nind at RI of 1.2, 1.31, 1.5, 
1.75 and 2.0 were 60.4, 75.1, 86.9, 89.6 and 90.1, and the corresponding average stripe 
tree depths were 11.6, 11.1, 8.5. 8.1 and 6.7. In contrast, mT even at RI=1.31, had 
an average T-continuity of 94.5 and a corresponding average stripe tree depth of only 
4.03. These results demonstrate the benefit of the interior-node-disjoint property in 
building shallower stripe trees that are more robust to churn. 
We also experimented with higher churn {S = 120sec) and packet loss (I = 3%). 
The results confirm the tradeoffs between continuity, lag and join delay for tree-
based versus mesh data planes that we had identified in the previous experiments. 
Higher churn, packet loss or fewer resources reduce the continuity and slightly increase 
the lag and join delay of the tree-based systems, while the mesh is not significantly 
affected. More resources benefit particularly the single-tree, because its ability to 
exploit available forwarding bandwidth is limited. 
Finally, we also experimented with varying control plane efficiency, using a cen-
tralized server that serves anycast requests after introducing a configurable delay of 
'cf seconds at the server side, resulting in varying anycast response times. We ex-
periment with d = 0.25,1,2,4 sees. We also experiment with graceful departures 
where nodes send explicit departure notifications to its overlay neighbors when leav-
ing a group, in addition to the default assumption throughout our paper of abrupt 
departures that are detected using a dead neighbor detection threshold of 4 sec. 
Table 6.2 shows the results of the sT, mT and pM system in the same scenario as 
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that used in Section 6.3, except for differences in the control plane. We see that the 
pM is not affected by deteriorating control efficiency whereas the trees are affected. 
Also observe that when using graceful leaves, mT achieves very good continuity when 
using an efficient control plane. Note that in this setting, sT's performance is limited 
by insufficient resources in the RI=1.5 setting, than due to control plane in-efficiencies. 
Our results raise the question as to whether the observed performance trends 
of mesh and tree-based systems are fundamental, or if they can be overcome with 
appropriate protocol design. More specifically, we ask the following questions: Can 
the lag and join delay in mesh-based systems be reduced to the level of tree-based 
systems? Can the tree-based systems match the near-perfect continuity of a mesh by 
incorporating recovery strategies? We consider these questions next. 
6.6 Reducing mesh lag and join delays 
There are three ways by which one could try to reduce the lag in the swarming mesh: 
reduce the block size p, reduce the swarming interval r or reduce the size of the 
swarming buffer b. 
The results in Fig 6.5 show the impact of the block size (i.e. p) and size of 
swarming buffer (i.e. b) on the average T-continuity (for T = -45s.ee) and the average 
delivery delay of blocks, respectively. We see that reducing the size of the swarming 
buffer reduces the delivery delay to a point, beyond which the continuity decreases. 
The reason is as follows. A smaller buffer reduces the expected time until a block is 
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Figure 6.5 : Effect of varying the swarming buffer size in mesh-based systems [N 
1000, RI= 1.5,5 = 300,^ = 0] 
picked by a neighbor who needs it, thereby reducing per-hop delays. However, the 
swarming buffer must have a certain minimal size to ensure that the forwarding paths 
of different data blocks are sufficiently randomized. Random forwarding paths in 
turn ensure that mesh neighbors tend to have disjoints sets of blocks available, which 
allows them to utilize their forwarding bandwidth to exchange blocks. Therefore, the 
continuity diminishes when the buffer becomes too small. 
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Figure 6.6 : Effect of varying block size and swarming interval in mesh-based systems 
[N = 1000, RI = 1.5, S = 300, / = 0] 
Figures 6.6 shows the impact of changing the block size (i.e. p) and the swarming 
interval (i.e. r) on the average T-continuity (for T = 45sec) and the average delivery 
delay of blocks, respectively. For each data point, we set the size of the swarming 
buffer (i.e. b) so as to achieve the minimal delay while not sacrificing continuity, as 
per the results in Figure 6.5. 
At a high level, the results show that the average delivery delay (which affects 
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Figure 6.7 : Mesh T-continuity: some examples of blocksize (p msec), swarming 
interval (r msec) and swarming buffer size-(6 blocks) [N = 1000, RI = 1.5,5 = 
300,1 = 0] 
lag) can be reduced by reducing the swarming interval or employing smaller blocks 
down to a point, beyond which the continuity decreases and delivery delay increases 
again. Also observe that in the mesh, when the difference between the block size 
and the swarming interval is large ( e.g. when using 1 sec swarming interval with 20 
ms or 40 ms blocks), the swarming is not as effective due to excessive piggy-backing 
of multiple block requests to a neighbor, which results in a slight compromise in 
continuity. Pure-mesh protocols like Coolstreaming [93], as per published results, 
used the same value for the block size and swarming interval (used 1 sec blocks and 
1 sec swarming interval) initially. 
The reason in each case is that smaller blocks or more frequent swarming increase 
overhead due to headers and control messages. When these overheads become too 
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large, they reduce the bandwidth available for data transmissions. 
Figure 6.7 shows the extent to which the performance of mesh-based systems can 
be improved by an optimal choice of block size, swarming interval and swarming 
buffer size. The figure shows the T-continuity as a function of the playout lag in pM, 
for several choices of block size, swarming interval and swarming buffer size. The 
line 'p=1000, r=1000, b=45' corresponds to a typical configuration used in deployed 
mesh-based system like CoolStreaming [93]. As the results show, it is possible to 
reduce the lag by a significant amount with an optimized configuration (see 'p=40, 
r=200, b=300'). 
Figure 6.8 shows that the T-Join delays can also be reduced substantially with 
the same configuration that minimizes the delivery delay. In summary, an optimal 
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Figure 6.9 : Effect of fast mesh startup optimization [N = 1000, S = 300, / = 0] 
configuration of the swarming mesh yields a significant reduction in the delivery 
delay, lag and join delays. However, the delays remain significantly higher than those 
achieved by tree-based systems. 
We also investigated if the T-Join delays in mesh can be further reduced by in-
corporating additional protocol features in the conventional mesh protocol. Since the 
primary cause of the join delays is that the blocks in the buffer arrive out-of-order, we 
experimented with a technique of obtaining blocks in sequential; fashion at startup, 
by establishing ephemeral parents that have sufficient spare resources to supply it the 
initial blocks. 
Inspired by the multi-tree protocol, we choose to establish k (typically 5) ephemeral 
parents, to ensure that any peer with S/k (S is streaming rate) spare resources is 
eligible to be an ephemeral parent. To ensure that this optimization does not nega-
tively impact the performance of the base swarming protocol, the spare resources of 
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a node are calculated after reserving S amount of upstream bandwidth for the base 
swarming. We discontinue the use of ephemeral parents as soon as the base swarming 
protocol approaches steady state (i.e. it has a contiguous sequence of blocks that 
have been acquired via the base swarming protocol). Also, a node accepts incoming 
ephemeral children requests only after they have themselves reached steady state, 
so that the blocks on the left edge of their moving buffer window are available for 
sequential delivery to its ephemeral children. 
Figure 6.9 shows the average T-Join delay (T=75 sec) for the mesh, without and 
with this optimization, for a range of RIs and different block sizes used. Firstly, as 
expected, we observe that every mesh configuration, with or without the fast mesh 
startup optimization, has lower startup times with increasing RI. This is expected 
since with increasing RI, the jitter as well as lag also reduce. Relative to the conven-
tional mesh protocol, we observe that the optimization benefits significantly at high 
RI, when all nodes can successfully establish all the ephemeral parents. Even though 
the average startup delays show a noticeable improvement even at low RI, a close in-
spection of the distribution of per-session T-Join delays reveals that only a subset of 
sessions experience a reduction in join delays. For instance, at RI — 1.2, when using 
p — 200 msec block size, although the 25th percentile T-Join delays reduced from 4,7 
sec in the conventional protocol to 2.7 sec in the optimization enabled protocol, the 
corresponding 90th percentile T-Join delays were almost equal (approx. 10.2 sec). 
At low or moderate RI, only a subset of sessions are able to successfully establish all 
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(a) sT recovery (b) mT recovery 
Figure 6.10 : sT and mT recovery strategies [N = 1000, RI = 1.5, S = 300,1 = 0,p = 
40 msec, r = 500 msec, b = 300 blocks] 
ephemeral parents, and it is only these sessions that benefit from this optimization 
and have low join delays. 
6.7 Improving tree continuity 
Next, we investigate to what extent the continuity of tree based systems can be im-
proved using different recovery strategies. Specifically, we use the recovery techniques 
for tree-based systems described in Section 4.5. 
Figure 6.10 shows the T-Continuity as a function of lag for sT and mT with 
different recovery techniques at RI = 1.5. We can summarize the results as follows. 
• All recovery strategies yield some increase in continuity, with the exception of 
EF applied to the single-tree. The reason is that ephemeral parents in a single tree 
must have sufficient available bandwidth to support the full stream rate. Due to the 
large number of nodes with forwarding bandwidth less than the stream rate, there is a 
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Figure 6.11 : mT recovery under more severe conditions [RI = 1.5,p =40 msec,r 
500 msec, b = 300 blocks] 
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Figure 6.12 : sT and mT recovery strategies under high RI, high churn and packet loss 
[N = 1000,RI = 2.0,S = 120,1 = 3%,p = 40 msec,r•'= 500 msec,b = 300 blocks] 
shortage of eligible parents. Worse^ "ephemeral children" can occupy resources that 
could be used for permanent parents, which explains the loss of performance with 
EF. In the multi-tree system, however, the bandwidth requirement for an ephemeral 
parent is only the stream rate divided by the number of stripes, yielding many more 
eligible parents. 
• Reactive mesh recovery (MR) achieves perfect continuity, but only at a substan-
tial lag. This is not surprising, because a mesh is used to recover blocks that do not 
arrive via the tree. 
• Random forwarding (RF) is very effective with sT. The reason is that the many 
leaf nodes in the single tree with available bandwidth below the stream rate can 
contribute to the system via random forwarding. However, the additional stream 
data received via RF comes with additional lag. 
• Focusing on the upper left part of the plots (which shows what fraction of the 
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stream is delivered with low lag), we see that ephemeral forwarding (EF) is the only 
recovery technique that increases the proportion of the stream data delivered with 
low lag, when applied to mT. 
• When optimizing for lag, EF is the best technique for mT and RF is best for 
sT, under the given conditions. When optimizing for continuity, MR is best. The 
combinations of EF+MR for mT and RF+MR for sT constitute a compromise that 
achieves perfect continuity, albeit at a larger lag. 
6.8 Recovery under severe conditions 
Figure 6.1.1 shows the results for mT recovery techniques under more severe condi-
tions, namely high churn, packet loss, large group size and inflated anycast response 
times. In general, the same trends hold. EF remains the most effective technique 
when lag matters, while MR remains most effective for continuity. A few observa-
tions are noteworthy: 
• Random forwarding (RF) adds significant lag at large scale, primarily because 
the depth of the tree and the end-to-end diameter of the overlay increases. 
• A slow control plane (4 seconds anycast response time) affects the pure tree-
based data planes, because it increases tree repair time. EF, however, does not depend 
on the control plane and masks the effects of a slow control plane almost completely. 
• Large scale has the strongest effect on the lag, while packet loss has the strongest 
effect on continuity. However, recovery remains effective in all cases. 
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Figure 6.12 shows how increasing the RI to 2.0 (i.e., lowering the stream rate) af-
fects the performance of the various recovery techniques with the single-tree and 
multi-tree data plane. We use more severe conditions of both high churn and packet 
loss in this experiments, to see whether additional resources allow the recovery tech-
niques to mask these. The results show that all recovery techniques are effective, 
but RF in particular is able to take advantage of the additional resources. Moreover, 
the combination of the recovery techniques works very well: sT+EF+RF+MR and 
mT+EF+RF-l-MR approaches almost perfect continuity at a lag of only 4 seconds 
and 3 seconds, respectively, under these harsh conditions!. Also note, that under 
an RI=2.0, the performance of sT is not very different from that of mT, unlike the 
RI=1.5 scenario where the sT is resource bound because of its inability to utilize 
resources effectively. 
The overall conclusion we can draw is that although effective recovery techniques 
exist that can increase the continuity of the tree-based systems, no combination of 
recovery techniques can simultaneously match, when resources are constrained, the 
near-perfect continuity of a swarming mesh and the low delivery delay, lag and join 
delay of a tree-based system. However, when resources are abundant (e.g. RI = 
2.0), then tree-based systems with recovery can achieve low lag, join delay and high 
continuity even under adverse conditions. Mesh-bases systems, on the other hand, 
achieve high continuity under high churn, packet loss and constrained resources, but 
at the expense of higher lag and join delay. 
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When lag and join delay are not an issue in a given application, then pure mesh-
based systems are superior to trees, because they deliver almost perfect continuity 
under a wide range of conditions. Tree-based systems are interesting when lag and 
join delay are important. Moreover, when resources are abundant, the combination 
of tree-based techniques and recovery techniques can achieve low lag, low join delay 
and high continuity. 
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Figure 6.13 : Planetlab vs emulation results: T-Continuity as a function of playout lag 
T [N = 350, RI = 1.5, S = 300, Monarchy = 200 msec, r = 1 sec, b = 120 blocks] 
6.9 Planetlab experiments 
To validate our network emulation results, we also performed experiments with a 
deployment on 325 nodes in the Planetlab testbed. Planetlab is a live testbed with 
concurrent experiments that compete for CPU and network bandwidth. Therefore, 
experiments are subject to some degree of packet loss. As a result, we compared 
the Planetlab results with results of our network emulation at a packet loss rate of 
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I = 2%. At this loss rate, the results of the two experiments matched very well. 
We present result of experiments we performed in the Planetlab testbed. Among 
the set of Planetlab nodes (across all continents) with reasonable load averages, we 
chose 325 nodes randomly. We limit the upstream bandwidth of each node as per 
the Monarch distribution (using a token bucket). In addition, we had to cap band-
widths in the Monarch distribution greater than 1 Mbps, because Planetlab limits 
the per-node bandwidth available to an experiment. As a result, we had to use use 
a lower streaming rate of 300 kbps (instead of the default of 350 kbps used in earlier 
experiments to achieve an RI = 1.5, as per Table 6.1) to achieve an RI =1 .5 . We 
also enforced the same bandwidth caps in the corresponding emulation experiments. 
In the experiments, we use a block size p = 200 msec and a swarming interval of 
r = 1 sec. 
Fig 6.13 shows T-continuity as a function of the playout lag, comparing the result 
obtained in Planetlab with the network emulation results. In the Planetlab plots, each 
data point is the mean of five runs, with the 95% confidence intervals shown in the 
error bars. 
At a high level, the Planetlab results show the same trends as the network emu-
lation. However, there is one noteworthy difference across all data planes - the lag in 
the Planetlab experiments is lower than in our network emulations. This is because, 
most Planetlab nodes have very high forwarding bandwidth, which results in much 
lower transmission delays than in the network emulation. 
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We also observed that the continuity achieved by single-tree based systems (i.e. sT 
and sT+RF) in Planetlab is lower than that achieved in the network emulations. The 
reason for this was the higher anycast response time in the Planetlab environment (e.g. 
for sT, anycast RTT of 2.54 sec in Planetlab versus 757 msec in emulations) due to 
overloaded Planetlab nodes. To confirm this hypothesis, we performed an additional 
emulation experiment in this RI setting, but using a centralized control plane with 
configurable response time. The results showed that the continuity of single-tree 
based systems reduce by approximately 5% when the anycast response time increases 
from 750 msec to 2.5 sec. A similar trend was also observed in Table 6.2. 
Additionally, we also investigated why the continuity of single-tree based sys-
tems (both for Planetlab as well as emulations) was significantly inferior than what 
we had observed in earlier experiments (e.g. Section 6.3) that used the un-capped 
bandwidth distribution of Figure 6.1. Our hypothesis was that, as compared to the 
un-capped bandwidth distribution, the capped-bandwidth distribution used here re-
sults in deeper trees, which are more vulnerable to churn and packet loss. To verify 
this hypothesis, we looked at the distribution of tree depths of nodes in the capped 
and un-capped bandwidth distribution respectively. We observed that only 38% of 
nodes were within tree depth of 4 in the capped distribution, as compared to 62% of 
nodes within a tree depth of 4 in the un-capped distribution. 
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6.10 Conclusion 
We have conducted an empirical, systematic exploration of CEM data plane design 
alternatives. By factoring out the control plane, we were able to isolate the inherent 
performance characteristic of competing data plane designs and recovery techniques 
under a range of conditions that are likely to arise in a practical deployment. 
We find that mesh-based systems utilize the available resources effectively, deliver 
high continuity under a wide range of conditions, but incur inherently high lag and 
join delay. Although pure tree-based systems have low lag and startup delay, they rely 
on sophisticated recovery mechanisms to improve their streaming quality under churn 
and packet loss. We observe that in resource-constrained scenarios, no combination of 
recovery techniques can simultaneously match, the near-perfect streaming quality of 
a pure mesh, and the low lag and startup delay of a pure tree-based system. However, 
when resources are abundant, then tree-based systems with recovery can achieve low 
lag, low startup delay, and high streaming quality even under adverse conditions. 
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Chapter 7 
Reasoning about CEMs 
In the previous chapter, we have presented a representative snapshot of our experi-
ments with CEM systems. In this chapter, we distill our observations and reasoning 
into a simple model that identifies design constraints and fundamental tradeoffs for 
CEM systems. 
For instance, our results (regardless of parameter or protocol variation) consis-
tently indicate that in a resource constrained system, tree-based data planes are not 
able to provide high continuity, and mesh-based systems are not able to provide low 
lag. According to our model, these limitations are inherent and are a by-product of 
a set of underlying constraints that we describe next. 
7.1 Model 
Model Our model is based on a set of constraints that we assert no CEM design 
can violate. We have depicted these constraints in Figure 7.1 as a pair of inter-related 
constraint triangles. We conjecture that these are, in fact, impossibility triangles, in 
that CEM systems (and indeed any streaming system) can choose to optimize at 
most two properties from each triangle, but never all three. A protocol may however 
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Figure 7.1 : Constraint Model: No CEM protocol can optimize all three vertices of 
the 'Data+Control' triangle, or of the 'Recovery' triangle. 
provide parameters that allow a trade-off between two (or more) properties in a 
triangle. 
We begin with a description of the vertices: 
• High continuity: Continuity is a measure of the fraction of playable bits 
received by a node. Higher continuity is preferable. 
• High resource utilization: Resource utilization specifies how well global re-
sources (forwarding bandwidth of all nodes in the system) are utilized. High 
resource utilization is preferable. 
• Low lag: Lag is the delay from the instant when a data item was first trans-
mitted at the source to the instant when it is played out by the media player 
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at a given node. Lower lag is preferable. 
• Low overhead: Overhead measures the number of extra bits transferred in the 
system, not counting the original data. Overhead includes control messages, 
coding for data recovery, and duplicate data packets. Lower overhead enables 
more of the available bandwidth to be used for media delivery. 
These constraints are perhaps individually obvious; presented together, they pro-
vide a clear basis for putting our results in context. Moreover, they assert that no 
amount of parameter tweaking or protocol engineering will be sufficient to change 
some of the trends we have observed. In the rest of this section, we discuss the con-
straints imposed by each triangle, our explanation of why these constraints arise, and 
how these constraints apply to the systems we have studied. 
7.2 The constraint triangles 
The Data + Control triangle states that no data plane design can simul-
taneously achieve all three of low lag, high global resource utilization, and 
low overhead. For example, a single tree minimizes lag but cannot provide high 
utilization. As multiple trees are introduced, resource utilization increases but so does 
overhead. Meshes provide essentially perfect utilization, but must incur either high 
overhead (due to frequent swarming exchanges) or high lag. The underlying reason 
for this triangle is as follows: to achieve high resource utilization, a data plane must 
be dynamic, i.e., be able to use upload bandwidth of all nodes even during periods of 
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high churn. Such a data plane cannot maintain statically computed paths; the price 
for this flexibility must be paid in terms of coordination overhead on the data path. 
This overhead can be amortized but doing so necessarily increases lag. 
The Recovery triangle states that it is impossible to simultaneously achieve 
low overhead recovery, low lag, and high continuity. Reactive recovery strate-
gies either incur high lag (since the receiver must detect a missing packet or heartbeat) 
or high overhead (lag can be reduced by increasing heartbeat frequency). Proactive 
recovery strategies have relatively low lag but must perform "blind" repairs (without 
a-priori knowledge of what data was lost). Proactive repair strategies that provide 
high continuity (without increasing lag) necessarily incur high overhead. 
The constraint triangles allow us to reason about the inherent performance limita-
tions of all existing CEM protocols. These protocols (whether by design or otherwise) 
choose specific vertices on the triangles that largely determine their relative perfor-
mance. 
We will now demonstrate these constraints in the context of some example CEM 
protocols. Although our model of constraints was based on our observations from 
earlier experiments, we will provide some additional experimental data to demonstrate 
some example tradeoffs. 
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Figure 7.2 : Constraint triangles for CEM protocols. A red dot on a vertex means 
that the protocol optimizes the associated metric. A red dot on an edge connecting 
two vertices means that the protocol can trade off between the two metrics, by varying 
the indicated protocol parameter. We assert that no system can optimize all three 
metrics in any triangle. 
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Control overhead (% of node's 
bandwidth) 
Continuity (discounting overhead) 
Continuity (accounting overhead) 
1 
1.3 
51.9 
50.1 
Number of stripes 
2 3 5 8 
2.5 
74.8 
72.2 
4.2 
80.0 
78.8 
4.9 
87.0 
83.3 
8.1 
90.3 
82.2 
10 
10.4 
92.5 
81.1 
Table 7.1 : Resource-utilization versus overhead tradeoff in 'multi-tree + source-
coding' [Groupsize=100, mean RI=1.05 using a uniform-random RI distribution, no 
churn scenario] 
7.2.1 Multi-tree with source coding 
Multi-tree systems, as shown in Figure 7.2(a), utilize resources better than single-tree 
systems. However, this comes at the cost of increased overhead for stripe tree main-
tenance. As shown in Table 7.1, the multi-tree system can enable a tradeoff between 
overhead and resource-utilization (resource-utilization indirectly affects continuity) in 
the data triangle, by.varying the number of stripes. 
We report two values of continuity. The first assumes a hypothetical scenario 
where the extra bandwidth required for the control overhead is free (i.e. discounted). 
The second is a realistic scenario where the control overhead reduces the amount of 
the bandwidth available for data traffic. 
In the hypothetical scenario, we observe, as expected, that increasing the number 
of stripes results in improved continuity. In the realistic scenario, employing more 
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Data coding overhead (% of node's 
bandwidth) 
Continuity (discounting overhead) 
Continuity (accounting overhead) 
Oof 8 
0 
78.5 
78.5 
FEC coding redundancy 
1 of 8 2 of 8 3 of 8 
12.5 
97.2 
97.3 
25.0 
99.5 
99.6 
37.5 
99.9 
97.7 
4 of 8 
50.0 
100 
96.8 
Table 7.2 : Continuity versus overhead tradeoff in 'multi-tree + source-coding' 
[Groupsize=100, mT with 8 stripes, mean RI=1.5 using monarch RI distribution, 
churn with mean session time of 300 sec] 
than five stripes has a negative impact on continuity, due to the increased overhead 
of maintenance of multiple stripe trees. 
As per the recovery triangle, since the multi-tree has already optimized for low lag, 
this means that in order to get high continuity, the multi-tree will incur high overhead. 
The multi-tree can, however, enable a tradeoff between continuity and overhead by 
varying the amount of proactive source coding overhead, as shown in Table 7.2. We 
observe, as expected, that increasing the FEC coding redundancy results in improved 
continuity in the hypothetical scenario. However, in the realistic scenario, using a 
redundancy more than 2 out of 8, negatively impacts continuity because of increased 
data coding overheads1. 
1
 The optimal amount of coding depends on the RI setting and number of stripes. 
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Lag (sec) (for a target continuity 
within 1% of maximum continuity) 
Control overhead (% of node's 
bandwidth) 
Continuity (discounting overhead) 
Continuity (accounting overhead) 
1 sec 
17 
2.9 
96.5 
95.5 
Swarming 
500 msec 
14 
4.5 
99.0 
98.8 
Interval V 
200 msec 
12 
9.0 
99.0 
94.7 
100 msec 
.10 
16.6 
99.0 
85.2 
Table 7.3 : Lag versus overhead tradeoff in 'mesh' [Groupsize=100, p = 40 ms blocks, 
mean RI=1.05 using monarch RI distribution, churn with mean session time of 300 
sec] , 
7.2.2 Mesh 
Pure mesh systems, as shown in Figure 7.2(b), achieve high resource utilization. For 
instance, using the same configuration as the experiment in Table 7.1, the continuity 
achieved by the mesh (using p = 200 ms blocks, and r = 500 ms swarming interval) 
in the two settings of discounting overhead and accounting for overhead, was 97.8 
and 95.3, respectively. 
As per the data triangle, since the mesh achieves high resource utilization, it 
must incur either high overhead (due to frequent swarming exchanges) or high lag. 
Table 7.3 demonstrates how varying the swarming interval affects the lag versus over-
head tradeoff. When the swarming interval is reduced from 1 sec to 100 msec, the 
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lag is reduced from 17 sec to 10 sec. However, this lag reduction comes at the cost 
of control overhead increasing from 2.9% to 16.6%. The increased overhead neg-
atively impacts continuity, with the continuity decreasing to 85.2 when using 100 
msec swarming interval2. In this particular RI setting, using a swarming interval of 
500 msec seems to be a good configuration resulting in a continuity (accounting for 
overhead) of 98.8, lag of 14 sec, and control overhead of 4.5%. 
7.2.3 Single-tree with randomized forwarding 
Tree-based systems (single-tree for instance) with proactive recovery using the ran-
domized forwarding (RF described in Chapter 4.5), as shown in Figure 7.2(c), do not 
minimize lag (as a tree does), but are able to trade off resource utilization, overhead 
and continuity depending on how many packets are proactively forwarded. 
Table 7.4 shows how varying the randomized forwarding probability in RF affects 
the continuity versus overhead3 tradeoff. We see that the continuity in the hypo-
thetical scenario (i.e. discounting overhead) can be increased from 84.9 to 95.4, by 
increasing the randomized forwarding probability from 0.0 to 0.08. In the realistic 
scenario, the increased overhead negatively impacts continuity, with the continuity 
2As observed in Section 6.6, the compromise in continuity when using 1 sec swarming interval 
and 40 msec blocks is not due to excessive control overheads, but is due to the inefficiencies in the 
swarming protocol in dealing with excessive piggy-backing of block requests. 
3With a randomized forwarding probability of p, and an auxiliary mesh with degree of k neighbors, 
the resulting data overhead is (k * p/AvgRI) 
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Data overhead (% of node's band-
width) 
Continuity (discounting overhead) 
Continuity (accounting overhead) 
Randomized forwarding probability 
0.0 
0 
84.9 
84.9 
0.02 
5.7 
91.8 
91.3 
0.04 
11.4 
93.2 
84.8 
0.08 
22.8 
95.4 
68.2 
Table 7.4 : Continuity versus overhead tradeoff in 'single-tree + randomized-
forwarding' [Groupsize=1000, auxiliary mesh with node having 5 mesh neighbors, 
mean RI=1.75 using monarch RI distribution, clmrn with mean session time of 120 
sec] 
decreasing to 68.2 when using a forwarding probability of 0.08. In this RI setting, 
perhaps the best configuration is to use a forwarding probability of 0.02, which results 
in 5.7% overhead, and a continuity of 91.3. 
7.2.4 Multi-tree with mesh recovery 
Tree-based systems (multi-tree for instance) when combined with mesh recovery (MR 
described in Chapter 4.5), as shown in Figure 7.2(d), exhibit a lag versus overhead 
tradeoff, where it can reduce the lag of the packets recovered via the auxiliary mesh, 
by operating the mesh swarming protocol at a higher swarming rate. 
Table 7.5 shows that the lag can be reduced from 10 sec to 7 sec, by reducing 
the swarming interval from 1 sec to 100 msec. However, this lag reduction comes at 
the cost of increased control overhead due to swarming, with an increase from 5.9% 
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Lag (sec) (to get within 1% of max-
imum continuity) 
Control overhead (% of node's 
bandwidth) 
Continuity (discounting overhead) 
Continuity (accounting overhead) 
1 sec 
10 
5.9 
99.2 
97.9 
Swarming Interval V 
500 msec 
8 
6.4 
99.3 
97.6 
200 msec 
7.5 
7.6 
99.3 
96.3 
100 msec 
7.0 
9.4 
99.3 
94.8 
Table 7.5 : Lag versus overhead tradeoff in 'multi-tree + mesh-recovery' [Group-
size=100, p = 40 ms blocks, mean RI=1.05 using monarch RI distribution, churn 
with mean session time of 300 sec] 
to 9.4% overhead. Note however, that in contrast to a pure-mesh, the increase in 
overhead due to swarming is not directly proportional to the increase in swarming 
rate, since only packets that are not delivered via the tree are recovered via the mesh. 
The increased overhead negatively impacts continuity, with the continuity decreasing 
to 94.8 when using TOO msec swarming interval. In this particular RI setting, using 
a swarming interval of 500 msec, seems to be a good configuration, resulting in a 
continuity (accounting overhead) of 97.6, lag of 8 sec, and control overhead of 6.4%. 
The fact that the system exhibits a similar lag versus overhead tradeoff as in pure-
mesh is not surprising, since the recovered packets using the mesh are expected to 
show the same tradeoffs of a pure-mesh system. 
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7.3 Implications for future protocols 
The constraint triangles imply that hybrid systems that combine trees and meshes 
cannot fundamentally improve performance since each component of the hybrid is 
subject to the constraint triangles. For instance, packets in a single tree hybrid 
system follow the tree triangles for the packets that go along the tree and the mesh 
triangles for packets that are recovered using the mesh. 
We note that the triangles do not preclude the design of adaptive protocols that 
change the data topology from a tree to a mesh depending on system conditions. Such 
a protocol can optimize for current system conditions (e.g. provide low lag using a 
tree when churn is low and provide high resilience using a mesh when churn is high), 
but will again be unable to simultaneously provide all of low lag, high continuity, and 
low overhead. 
The constraint triangles model we have presented was originally inspired by ob-
servations based on .our experiments. We used feedback from the model development 
to direct our experiments, and the results from our experiments to refine the model. 
We believe the triangles, as presented, reflect an accurate synopsis of our results and 
intuitively present the reasons behind inherent limitations of CEM data planes. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
We have presented a systematic exploration of the CEM design space with a focus 
on understanding the inherent tradeoffs of different design choices. We have stud-
ied the control mechanisms for CEM overlay maintenance and techniques for data 
dissemination. 
We presented SAAR, a shared control overlay for CEM systems. SAAR sepa-
rates the control mechanism from the policy of peer selection. By factoring out the 
control plane into a separate overlay network, SAAR enables powerful and efficient 
peer selection, while avoiding constraints on the structure of the data dissemination 
overlay. Moreover, once decoupled, the control overlay can be shared among many 
data overlay instances. This sharing increases efficiency and dramatically reduces the 
delay for joining a channel or switching between channels, which is critical for IPTV. 
SAAR's anycast primitive locates appropriate data overlay neighbors based on a 
constraint and an objective function. The primitive can be used to build and maintain 
a variety of data overlay organizations. We evaluated a prototype implementation of 
SAAR experimentally. The results show that SAAR can effectively support single-
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tree, multi-tree, mesh-based, and hybrid data plane organizations. SAAR's control 
efficiency allows it to achieve rapid channel join/switching and high content dissemi-
nation quality with low overhead, even under high churn and at large scale. 
We used SAAR as a tool that enables us to conduct an empirical, systematic 
exploration of CEM data plane design alternatives. By factoring out the control 
plane, we were able to isolate the inherent performance characteristic of competing 
data plane designs and recovery techniques under a range of conditions that are likely 
to arise in a practical deployment. 
We find that mesh-based systems utilize the available resources effectively, deliver 
high continuity under a wide range of conditions, but incur inherently high lag and 
join delay. Tree-based systems deliver low lag and join delay but require advanced 
recovery techniques and additional resources to achieve high continuity under churn 
and packet loss. We observe that in resource-constrained scenarios, no hybrid tree-
mesh protocol could simultaneously match the near-perfect streaming quality of a 
pure mesh, and the low lag and startup delay of a pure tree-based system. 
Finally, we> condense our findings into a simple model. The model provides a 
framework for reasoning about the comparative performance of CEM protocols, and 
identifies what we conjecture to be fundamental constraints that no CEM design can 
violate. In particular, the model asserts that no CEM design can simultaneously 
achieve all three of low overhead, low lag, and high continuity. 
8.2 Future Work 
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Deployment scenario-aware data plane construction - Our study demon-
strates that there is no single GEM approach that is best across a range of deployment 
scenarios. We want to investigate if the control plane can automatically gauge the 
operating condition, and dynamically reorganize the group members into the most 
suitable data overlay structure. 
In an application like IPTV [43], which hosts several concurrent channels with 
different popularity and viewing patterns, we expect that the operating conditions 
across channels will be drastically different. For example, the Zipf popularity distri-
bution of channels would result in groups of different sizes. Similarly, we would expect 
different viewing trends across channels to result in different levels of churn across 
different multicast groups. Additionally, channels streaming at different streaming 
rates (high quality versus moderate quality) would imply differences in the amount 
of available bandwidth resources. 
The different deployment scenarios and viewer requirements of different channels 
pose an opportunity to dynamically construct the data plane that performs best in 
that scenario. This is strictly in contrast to existing systems like SopCast which are 
known to use the same CEM approach [51] across all channels. 
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Exploring and evaluating infrastructure-assisted CEMs - The constraint 
triangles suggest that no CEM design can simultaneously achieve all three of low-
overhead, low lag, and high continuity. In the context of supporting virtual classroom 
like interactive applications, this would imply that a pure peer-to-peer CEM approach 
cannot provide the desired QoS (i.e. low lag and high streaming quality) in a typical 
deployment setting where the aggregate resources provided by end-participants (i.e. 
viewers) is not abundant. However, our findings also suggest that by incorporating 
extra bandwidth resources from additional infrastructure nodes, an infrastructure-
assisted CEM system would be able to provide the desired QoS. 
Realizing infrastructure-assisted peer-to-peer streaming is much more feasible 
today with the emerging trend of renting cloud computing resources from cloud 
providers like Amazon. I would like to investigate how the rented cloud resources can 
be efficiently incorporated into a hybrid overlay comprising of participating peers and 
cloud nodes. Similarly, one can imagine that an infrastructure-based Internet-wide 
content distribution network (i.e., CDNs like Akamai or Limelight) might augment 
their architecture to utilize the upstream bandwidth of the participants in addition 
to bandwidth provisioned within their own dedicated infrastructure. I would like to 
explore the design of infrastructure-assisted CEMs, with the goal of providing the 
desired QoS using minimal assistance from the infrastructure nodes. 
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